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1 Introduction 

1.1 Diffusion-weighted imaging and diffusion tensor imaging 

Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is commonly used in neurosurgery and neuroscience 

because of its capability to reconstruct white matter fiber tracts in the brain. Visualization 

of these reconstructed tracts can help guide neurosurgical procedures in order to preserve 

neurological functions. White matter fibers can be divided into three groups – projection 

fibers, association fibers and commissural fibers – based on location and function. These 

groups are bunches of fiber tracts travelling along different pathways and connecting to 

different regions. Therefore, they can be more finely divided into smaller bundles that go 

in similar directions and serve similar functions. The study of specific tracts can lead to a 

deeper understanding of their functions.  

In 1827, Robert Brown discovered the motion of particles in liquid or gas, known as 

Brownian motion. In 1905 Einstein published ‘Investigations on the Theory of the 

Brownian Movement’ and proposed an equation to measure the diffusivity of molecules 

under free conditions. Diffusivity can be affected by such factors as temperature, the 

viscosity of the medium, and molecular size. Isotropic diffusion is found in a homogenous 

environment, which means that water molecules move randomly, and their displacement 

demonstrates a Gaussian distribution that always follows Einstein’s mathematical 

description of Brownian motion. However, free diffusion is hindered or restricted under 

heterogeneous circumstances, which means that water molecules no longer move in 

random directions, resulting in anisotropic diffusion.  

Due to tissue heterogeneity in the brain, such as myelinated axons as a major constraint, 

the diffusion of water molecules is unlikely to be isotropic. According to Douek (Douek 

et al., 1991), the diffusion of water molecules is faster in directions parallel to white matter 

fibers and slower in directions perpendicular to them, and therefore anisotropic. 

Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) allows for the measurement of diffusion and can be 

used as an indirect measurement of structural parameters. 
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In 1965, pulsed gradients were introduced into the basic spin echo sequence by Stejskal 

and Tanner. With the insertion of Stejskal–Tanner formula, an improved system that 

correlated the diffusion coefficient with the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) signal 

was established with a much higher sensitivity to accommodate the diffusion effect. This 

was the first time diffusion-weighted sequences were properly described. DWI works by 

using water molecules as a tracer and measuring its diffusion parameters in diffusion 

directions. With the development of echo-planar imaging (EPI) in the 1990s, which is 

faster and solves the problem of motion artifacts, DWI was established for clinical 

imaging.  

Diffusion is a three-dimensional phenomenon and can be influenced by many factors in 

a microstructural environment, thus behaving differently when parallel or perpendicular 

to fiber tracts. Therefore, the directionality and orientation of fiber tracts can be traced, 

and the visualization quantification of white matter fiber tracts are made possible based 

on this principle. 1994, Peter Basser first proposed the use of diffusion tensor imaging 

(DTI), which made the description of anisotropic diffusion of water molecules possible 

(Basser et al., 1994a).  

1.2 Diffusion models based on Gaussian distribution and 

limitations 

DWI allows the visualization of water diffusion in a particular direction. Prior to 

measuring anisotropic diffusion, determining the orientation of axons was essential. 

Therefore, a tensor formalism that depicted fiber tract orientation was needed. DTI is the 

most commonly used model that allows a description of the diffusion parameters based 

on a Gaussian distribution. It is a 3×3 covariance matrix. At least six diffusion measures 

are necessary to construct the tensor mathematically, and the diffusion parameters are 

defined as three eigenvectors and three eigenvalues. The three eigenvectors are 

orthogonal to each other, and eigenvalues represent diffusivity along these three 

eigenvectors. With three eigenvectors and three eigenvalues, an ellipsoidal model is 
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defined. The ellipsoid represents diffusion probability, and a three-dimensional tensor 

model is estimated in which the principal eigenvector is regarded as being along the axis 

of fiber tracts. This tensor illustrates anisotropic diffusion and is often interpreted as the 

presence of an axon along the tensor orientation. Information stored in DTI is usually 

represented as simpler scalar maps. The frequently used parameters of DTI are fractional 

anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity (MD). MD is a parameter that measures average 

diffusion properties, or in other words, the average of eigenvalues over three orthogonal 

directions. FA is calculated based on the equation described by Basser and Pierpaoli 

(Koay et al., 2006) as follows: . As FA and MD are well-

established diffusion-tensor-based metrics known to describe a Gaussian distribution of 

water molecules and represent diffusion capability, they are often used to evaluate 

asymmetry in microstructures (Basser et al., 1994b).  

Tractography can be performed based on DTI data to achieve the three-dimensional 

reconstruction of fiber tracts. The principal eigenvector suggests that the fiber tracts are 

heading in one particular direction, and by following the direction of the principal 

eigenvector successively, a long connection between one part of the brain and another is 

visualized. 

With its feasibility in probing microstructure, DTI is routinely applied in clinical practice 

as well as research. DTI has been implemented in numerous studies for its capability to 

detect abnormalities in white matter that might not be visible on conventional magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI). This includes neurological diseases like multiple sclerosis 

(Inglese and Bester, 2010), lateralization (Barrick et al., 2007; Sreedharan et al., 2015), 

aging and development (Falangola et al., 2008), psychiatry diseases like autism (Kubicki 

et al., 2007), and others. 

Although a deeper, profound understanding of the brain has been achieved thanks to DTI 

– based as it is on the premise of Gaussian distribution – it is not without limitations 

(Chanraud et al., 2010). As Gaussian distribution is assumed in a homogeneous medium 

and describes the normative distribution of a given population, it can be problematic in 
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such a complex biological environment as the brain. Heterogeneity of the microstructural 

environment can cause deviation from a Gaussian distribution. Assuming there can only 

be one single fiber population within one voxel is an unavoidable limitation of DTI. In 

fact, about one third of the image voxels in the brain contain multiple fibers (Behrens et 

al., 2007). Based on this single fiber assumption, errors occur in voxels with multiple 

fiber populations, and false connections might be presented. 

But the diffusion tensor model is just one possible model to describe the diffusion in a 

given voxel. There are also other models. Le Bihan proposed the concept of intra-voxel 

incoherent motions, in which he illustrated the incapability of the monoexponential model 

to conclude various types of diffusions of components in the human body, such as 

perfusion and diffusion, and therefore established a biexponential model (Le Bihan et al., 

1986). In this model, he took a step forward and found that the quality of an image was 

more determined by perfusion when the b value was low, while the effect of true diffusion 

of water molecules was more significant when the b value was high (Le Bihan et al., 

1988). Because the components in the human body are so complex, even the 

biexponential model failed to meet the requirements. Consequently, Yablonskiy proposed 

another model, called the stretched exponential (Yablonskiy et al., 2003). These three 

models are all based on the same premise that diffusion in the human body follows 

Gaussian diffusion, thus the inability to resolve multiple diffusion directions is inherent 

to models based on Gaussian distribution. 

1.3 Diffusion Kurtosis and model-independent extensions of 

diffusion-weighted imaging 

There are other extensions of DWI that try to solve the problem of multidirectional 

diffusion.  

Diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI), or q-space imaging, is a model-independent method 

that attempts to solve the fiber crossing confoundment without the need to assume a single 

diffusion direction (Tuch et al., 2003). With this method, direct measurement of the three-
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dimensional diffusion function within each voxel becomes possible because the diffusion 

signal is converted into a diffusion function by Fourier transformation. But it cannot avoid 

two limitations. One is that Fourier transformation requires a very short duration time and 

high gradient amplitude – for the acquisition of an accurate Brownian displacement – of 

which many clinical MRI scanners are incapable. The other is that a large amount of data 

is needed for DSI, therefore considerably increasing acquisition time. 

Q-ball imaging (QBI) is more efficient than DSI and was designed to overcome the time-

consuming disadvantage of DSI while still maintaining the capability to probe 

microstructure without modelling. Compared to DSI sampling q-space on a complete 

three-dimensional q-space trajectory, QBI converts q-space to a sphere with sufficient 

diameter, which is termed a q-ball. These q-balls are models of diffusion density in many 

orientations, and their peaks are interpreted as the presence of fibers. This is also true for 

fiber crossings, where q-balls can adequately represent two or more preferential diffusion 

orientations. However, diffusion density models such as q-balls are inflated relative to 

underlying anatomical fiber tracts. The idea is that every voxel’s diffusion orientation 

density is comprised of signals originating from one or more fiber tract(s) at different 

orientations and scales. Problematically, these inflated models are poor at distinguishing 

fiber tracts crossing at close angles. This situation can cause errors when determining 

where axons are, for example, estimating two separate tracts into one single bundle. To 

improve this, fiber orientation density is measured, instead of diffusion orientation density, 

as it is less likely to suffer from inflated models.  

Due to the complexity of intracellular and extracellular environments such as myelin 

sheaths and organelles, brain tissue is far from an ideal example of homogenous liquid. 

Gaussian distribution is therefore not in accordance with realistic situations, indicating 

that a displacement of probability diffusions can appear, and diffusion can consequently 

deviate from a Gaussian form (Karger, 1985), whereas non-Gaussian distribution is more 

likely to occur in biological tissue (Tuch et al., 2003). 

Compared with the above techniques, the concept of diffusion kurtosis imaging (DKI) 
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was originally proposed by Jensen in 2005, which quantifies deviation from Gaussian 

behavior by applying a dimensionless metric called excess kurtosis (Jensen et al., 2005b). 

Kurtosis is used to show how peaky this distribution is, and it reflects heterogeneity in 

the tissue environment. The relationship between DTI and DKI is shown as 

, where Dapp and Kapp mean apparent diffusion 

coefficient and apparent diffusional kurtosis, respectively. It takes one step further based 

on the DTI model; it still does an adequate job even though DTI is unable to demonstrate 

finer connections. With an additional, modestly increased b value, the excess diffusional 

kurtosis can be approximately determined and thus enable convenient clinical use. 

Accordingly, about 2000 s/mm2 is needed for the maximum additional b value besides the 

normally used b values 0 s/mm2 and 1000 s/mm2 in DTI. Furthermore, the DKI model is 

found to be capable of resolving fiber crossings by calculating orientation distribution 

function (ODF) based on diffusion kurtosis approximation of the diffusion signal (Lazar 

et al., 2008). 

Instead of seeking to estimate the full diffusion displacement probability distribution, 

DKI estimates only the kurtosis in addition to other diffusion coefficients. DKI is not as 

demanding in scanning time and gradient strength as DSI and QBI, which enables the 

application of DKI to the clinical routine. 

1.4 Objectives of the study 

DTI has been widely used to study the integrity of white matter tracts of healthy brains 

as well as various neurological disorders. On the one hand, enormous studies on 

interhemispheric asymmetry using DTI have been reported on both healthy people 

(Buchel et al., 2004; Park et al., 2004; Wilde et al., 2009) and patients with neurological 

dysfunction (Park et al., 2004; Zhou et al., 2018). Various regions have been found to 

present interhemispheric asymmetry under physiological or pathological conditions. 

However, image voxels in these regions are likely to contain multiple fibers – and DTI is 

incapable of resolving crossing or kissing fibers within one voxel. As a result, regions 
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with dense fiber populations previously found to demonstrate interhemispheric 

asymmetry might not have actually done so. On the other hand, lesions of white matter 

in the brain can result in microscopic changes in structure as well as affect surrounding 

regions. Water molecules in these regions are inevitably affected by pathological changes. 

In order to probe heterogeneous microstructure, a technique with higher sensitivity than 

DTI is needed. DKI, as an extension of DTI, characterizes the non-Gaussian random 

motion of water molecules (Jensen and Helpern, 2010). It has been mostly used for glioma 

grading. Histograms based on DKI differed significantly between grade II and grade III 

glioma (Delgado et al., 2017), and DKI also demonstrated feasibility in differentiating 

low-grade (grade II) from high-grade (grade III and IV) gliomas (Van Cauter et al., 2012; 

Bai et al., 2016; Falk Delgado et al., 2018). Much less effort is invested in detecting the 

status of fiber tracts with important functions, such as corticospinal tract (CST) and 

arcuate fasciculus (AF), which are correlated with patients’ prognosis and quality of life. 

As DKI has proved its feasibility regarding glioma, it may also be effective in detecting 

changes in CST and AF on glioma patients.  

The application of DKI to either healthy volunteers or glioma patients has not been fully 

explored. To the best of our knowledge, DKI has not yet been utilized in detecting 

interhemispheric asymmetry using tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS), neither has its 

potential predictive value for outcomes of hemiparesis and aphasia in high-grade glioma 

patients been evaluated. With the advantage of increased sensitivity to microstructure as 

compared to DTI, DKI could also be implemented in research on the topics of white 

matter mentioned above.  

In order to explore the advanced application of DKI, our study is divided into two parts, 

the application of DKI in interhemispheric asymmetry and the application of DKI in high-

grade glioma, respectively. 

1.4.1 Application of DKI in interhemispheric asymmetry 

Even though both hemispheres of the brain share a similar appearance, they are actually 
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asymmetrical. But it was not until the 19th century that the direct evidence of this was 

found by Broca and Wernicke after noticing that speech deficits were more likely to occur 

with damage to the left hemisphere of the brain. In the 1960s, a group of patients 

underwent forebrain commissure resections in order to cure epilepsy, and this opened up 

the possibility for researchers to analyze functions of the cerebral hemispheres 

independently. More and more functions related to either the left or the right hemispheres 

were reported in unilateral brain injury cases. Afterwards, the split-brain operation was 

made possible with drugs and surgery in order to achieve a deeper understanding of 

cerebral asymmetry. 

With the development of technology, evidence for cerebral asymmetry is now more 

focused on brain imaging. To date, hemispheric dominance is reported by previous studies 

to correlate with various functions. For example, visual–spatial processing was dominated 

by the right hemisphere for most people (Vogel et al., 2003), and language processing 

dominated by the left hemisphere (Bethmann et al., 2007). Many regions that revealed 

so-called structural interhemispheric asymmetry have also been reported, mostly the left 

occipital (Chiu and Damasio, 1980), right frontal (LeMay, 1977), and left planum 

temporale regions (Shapleske et al., 1999). This problem was traditionally addressed by 

detecting volumes or shapes of specific regions the brain’s grey matter by researchers 

(Luders et al., 2004).  

By now, neuroanatomical asymmetry has long been reported to be associated with 

functional lateralization, not only in the grey matter (Amunts et al., 2000; Toga and 

Thompson, 2003) but also in the white matter that connects the hemispheres (Beaton, 

1997), especially based on the detection from DTI (Buchel et al., 2004; Park et al., 2004; 

Takao et al., 2011; Shu et al., 2015; Angstmann et al., 2016; Gomez-Gastiasoro et al., 

2019). 

About a decade ago, the correlation between asymmetry of white matter fibers and 

behavioral lateralization was less known, contrary to specific regions of the brain. It was 

not until 2007 that Barrick and his colleagues detected two asymmetric white matter 
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pathways based on DTI for the first time (Barrick et al., 2007). Since then, several studies 

have investigated the interaction between handedness and asymmetry in specific fiber 

tracts, such as the corticospinal tract (Westerhausen et al., 2007; Li et al., 2010; Seizeur 

et al., 2014) and cingulum bundle (Gong et al., 2005a). White matter asymmetry was not 

only found in healthy human brains (Cao et al., 2003; Glasser and Rilling, 2008; Thiebaut 

de Schotten et al., 2011), but also in brains burdened by neurological disorder (Kubicki 

et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2004). 

Some factors like aging and gender have also been reported to affect lateralization 

(Kansaku et al., 2000; Yu et al., 2014; Agcaoglu et al., 2015), but other studies showed 

these findings controversial (Gong et al., 2005b; Westerhausen et al., 2007; Takao et al., 

2011). 

Based on previous studies, the CST, cingulum bundle (CB), inferior fronto-occipital 

fasciculus (IFOF), inferior and superior longitudinal fasciculus (ILF and SLF), corpus 

callosum, and the uncinate fasciculus (UF) are the most popular targets for research on 

white matter asymmetry. Therefore, all these pathways were analyzed in the first part of 

this study in order to determine the asymmetric white matter regions in healthy subjects. 

The anterior thalamic radiation (ATR), as one of the largest fiber tracts in the white matter, 

was also analyzed because few studies have looked into asymmetry in this fiber bundle. 

The application of DKI to detecting interhemispheric asymmetry was performed using 

TBSS on both DTI- and DKI-based parametric maps. TBSS analysis allows DTI- and 

DKI-based parametric maps to be directly compared and their performances in detecting 

interhemispheric asymmetry to be evaluated. Factors like handedness and gender were 

also evaluated for their effect on interhemispheric asymmetry.  

1.4.2 Application of DKI in glioma 

Gliomas are the most frequent brain malignancies and account for 70% of malignant 

primary brain tumors in adults, of which the annual incidence is six cases per 100,000. 

Among them, grade III and IV gliomas are regarded as high-grade gliomas. Median 
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survival for patients with grade III astrocytoma was expected to be three years in one 

study (Keles et al., 2006) and 24 months in another (Dong et al., 2016), respectively, while 

that of glioblastoma was reported to be only 15 months with a combination of 

temozolomide and radiotherapy (Stupp et al., 2009). Neither of these components of high-

grade glioma has shown satisfactory overall survival. But in other studies, 416 patients 

with primary or recurrent glioblastoma were reported to benefit from the extent of 

resection (EOR), and overall survival was extended by 4.2 months (Yong and Lonser, 

2011). In another study, mean survival for 135 glioblastoma patients with EOR ≥ 98% 

was 14 months compared to 9 months with EOR < 98% (Kuhnt et al., 2011). EOR was 

found to be correlated with a better outcome in glioma patients (Pope and Brandal, 2018). 

The health-related quality of life for glioma patients can also be improved by surgery 

(Dirven et al., 2014).  

But EOR in areas involved with functional tracts like the CST and AF remains a great 

challenge to neurosurgeons in the uncertainty of predicting postoperative motor or 

language function. Though the use of a gadolinium-based contrast agent in T1 contrast-

enhanced imaging greatly assists in detecting the assumed boundaries of a tumor with a 

compromised blood–brain barrier, it does not aim at measuring tumor activity specifically. 

To make up for the limitation on conventional MRI techniques, such as T1 contrast-

enhanced images, more advanced MRI techniques are needed. For example, DWI is often 

applied as a complementary tool because changes in cellular density due to the presence 

of a tumor or neoplasm can also change the diffusion of water molecules, especially in 

patients with high-grade glioma (Dhermain et al., 2010; Pope and Brandal, 2018). In the 

microstructural environment, a tumor core with increased cellularity results in a more 

limited extra-cellular space that presents a lower apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC); 

consequently, ADC reflects cellularity indirectly.  

To lessen the tumor burden, as well as to preserve vital functions, is the goal of modern 

glioma surgery. Even grossly abnormal-appearing fibers in tumor masses were found to 

retain functionality to some extent through intraoperative subcortical mapping (Ojemann 
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et al., 1996; Bello et al., 2008). Preoperative visual assessment for predicting function 

preservation is far from reliable, yet a relatively convincing prognosis of motor and 

language deficits must still be made in order to decide on the best surgical strategy. 

It is not uncommon that both lesion size and lesion location were found to relate to 

impairment, and lesions on motor-related regions such as the primary motor areas, corona 

radiata, and internal capsule can affect the possibility of motor function recovery. But 

lesion load (tract–lesion overlap volume) on CST was a more direct predictor of motor 

deficit in chronic stroke (Zhu et al., 2010), and in another study, lesion load on CST was 

able to predict stroke patients’ motor outcomes at three months (Feng et al., 2015). 

Likewise, lesion load on the left AF was found to potentially predict language impairment 

and recovery outcomes to some extent (Marchina et al., 2011). Other methods, like motor-

evoked potentials (MEPs) (Catano et al., 1996) and functional magnetic resonance 

imaging (fMRI) (Ward et al., 2006), have also been tried. But MEPs showed a lack of 

specificity because their absence did not necessarily correlate with poor recovery (Arac 

et al., 1994), and fMRI was impractical because patients had to be able to follow 

instructions during scanning, which was not always feasible. But combing intraoperative 

fMRI and DTI can be of great help in achieving maximum resection while maintaining 

the neurological function of the brain, according to another study (Nimsky, 2011). DTI 

has been implemented to predict motor recovery and CST damage at the level of the 

posterior limb of the internal capsule (PLIC) and has significantly predicted unfavorable 

motor outcome (Puig et al., 2011). In glioma patients, the level of injury to the CST, 

quantified by measuring FA on PLIC bilaterally, has been reported to be able to assess 

lesion and tumor infiltration areas on CST (Gao et al., 2017). DTI has also been applied 

in detecting the level of intactness of white matter fiber tracts and visualizing their relative 

locations to brain lesions, especially in preoperative assessments intended to preserve 

vital functions of fiber tracts (Farshidfar et al., 2014; Caverzasi et al., 2016; Dubey et al., 

2018), because the spared functional regions improve the quality of life for patients. 

Several studies have applied DKI in glioma grading (Van Cauter et al., 2012; Jiang et al., 
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2015; Delgado et al., 2017), and high kurtosis was found to correlate with high cellularity, 

as well as high eccentricity (Szczepankiewicz et al., 2016). Others have also found that 

MK could serve as a biomarker for predicting outcomes of high-grade glioma patients in 

terms of survival (Wang et al., 2019). Analyses of histograms based on DKI have been 

performed to evaluate glioma cases preoperatively, due to its capability to reflect the 

complexity and heterogeneity of microstructures (Qi et al., 2018). But to the best of our 

knowledge, studies using DKI to evaluate the integrity of fiber tracts in glioma patients 

are rare, despite its feasibility. 

A deeper understanding of the relationships between lesions on both fiber tracts (CST and 

AF) and motor and language deficits is required. In the second part of the current study, 

templates of CST and AF were created based on parametric maps of DKI and DTI data 

from healthy volunteers in order to visualize abnormal locations of the CST and AF in 

patients not only in glioma-affected areas but also in regions that were distant from the 

tumor. This method thus reveals the potential prognostic value of DKI- and DTI-derived 

parameters in the recovery outcome for patients with high-grade glioma in a retrospective 

study and has expanded the advanced application of DKI. 
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2 Materials and Methods 

Part 1: DKI in Interhemispheric Asymmetry 

2.1 Subjects 

This retrospective project was approved by the ethics committee at the Philipps 

University of Marburg in Germany (study 9/13) based on the Declaration of Helsinki. 

Twenty healthy volunteers were recruited for this study, including 10 males and 10 

females (males: 23–32 years, mean age 25 ± 2.6 years; females: 22–26 years, mean age 

24 ± 1.2 years). Volunteers’ handedness measurements were obtained using the Edinburgh 

handedness scale (left-handed: 3; right-handed: 17). None of the healthy volunteers 

suffered from neurological diseases, psychiatric disorders, significant brain injuries, or 

other known diseases, and none of them were reported to suffer from alcohol dependence 

or take medication with known effects that would interfere with the study. 

2.2 MRI data acquisition 

Image acquisition was performed using a 3 Tesla Siemens MRI scanner (Trio, Siemens, 

Erlangen, Germany) using a 12-multichannel receiver head coil. Participants’ assumption 

of the supine position was required, and their heads were fixed with soft foam rubber pads 

to minimize head bulk motion. 

Diffusion-weighted images were acquired by applying single-shot echo-planar imaging 

sequences with the following settings: slice thickness 2 mm, field of view (FoV) 256×256 

mm²，matrix 128×128, 60 axial slices without slice gap, repetition time (TR) 8500 ms, 

echo time (TE) 101 ms, phase encoding direction anterior >> posterior, b-values 0, 1000, 

and 2000 s/mm² respectively, 30 non-collinear diffusion encoding directions, bandwidth 

1502 Hz, and phase partial Fourier 6/8. All image sets were visually inspected for severe 

artifacts and were excluded from the study if any occurred. No severe artifacts were seen. 
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2.3 Post-processing of MRI data 

DWI data was processed using FSL 6.01 (FMRIB Software Library, Oxford, United 

Kingdom, http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.jk/fsl), in which DWI images were corrected for head 

motion and eddy currents (Smith et al., 2004; Woolrich et al., 2009) using the 

‘eddy_openmp’ tool. Brain extraction was achieved using the ‘BET’ tool. 

After correction and brain extraction, DWI data were loaded as single 4D NifTI images 

with the gradient sampling files into the in-house software package Diffusion Kurtosis 

Estimator (http://nitrc.org/projects/dke), applying the standard protocol (Tabesh et al., 

2011). During this process, both DTI processing and DKI processing were selected with 

‘Advanced Function’ to enable the DTI model-fitting method and DKI model-fitting 

method. Maps of diffusion-tensor-based parameters (DTI_FA, DTI_MD) and maps of 

diffusion-kurtosis-based parameters (DKI_FA, DKI_MD, DKI_MK) were estimated, 

allowing for DTI and DKI analysis. 

2.4 Tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS) analysis 

2.4.1 TBSS for interhemispheric asymmetry on parametric maps 

Derived parametric maps (DTI_FA, DTI_MD, DKI_FA, DKI_MD, DKI_MK) were 

processed using TBSS in FSL (FMRIB Software Library 6.0, Oxford, United Kingdom, 

https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/) (Smith et al., 2006).  

First, all DTI_FA data were aligned with FMRIB58_FA into the standard 1x1x1 mm3 

MNI152 space using non-linear registration. Second, mean DTI_FA data was created and 

skeletonized using a threshold of FA > 0.2 for the mean DTI_FA skeleton image. Finally, 

based on this original mean DTI_FA skeleton, a symmetric mean DTI_FA skeleton was 

derived using ‘tbss_sym’. In this step, the pre-aligned DTI_FA datasets were left–right 

flipped (DTI_FA_flipped), and the flipped DTI_FA data was subtracted from the original 

non-flipped DTI_FA images. After subtraction, the resulting image was divided into left 

and the right halves separated along the midsagittal plane. In order to test leftward 

http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.jk/fsl
http://nitrc.org/projects/dke
https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/
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asymmetry (left > right), a generalized linear model (GLM) was set up using the ‘FSL 

Randomize’ tool. To test for rightward asymmetry (right > left), a GLM was likewise set 

up. 

DKI_FA data was processed using the same protocol. Other maps such as DTI_MD, 

DKI_MD, and DKI_MK were projected onto the corresponding FA skeleton. 

To test for interhemispheric differences in relation to handedness and gender, the GLM 

was adapted accordingly using the ‘FSL Randomize’ tool (Nichols and Holmes, 2002; 

Winkler et al., 2014). The number of permutations was set to 5,000, and threshold-free 

cluster enhancement was used for correction. The threshold for statistical significance 

was set to p < 0.05.  

 

Figure 1. Workflow of dataset preparation for interhemispheric asymmetries 

2.4.2 Comparison between DTI- and DKI-based parameters 

2.4.2.1 Comparison between DTI_FA and DKI_FA 

Both maps of DTI_FA and DKI_FA were loaded into FSL. First, both datasets were 

aligned with FMRIB58_FA into the standard 1x1x1 mm3 MNI152 space using non-linear 

registration. Second, mean FA data was created and skeletonized with a threshold of FA > 

0.2. Finally, all images from both groups were projected onto the mean FA skeleton. 
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Voxel-wise analysis was then carried out. The number of permutations was set to 5,000, 

and a threshold-free cluster enhancement was used for correction. The threshold for 

statistical significance was set to p < 0.05. 

2.4.2.2 Comparison between DTI_MD and DKI_MD 

In order to perform a comparison between DTI_MD and DKI_MD, maps of DTI_FA, 

DTI_MD, DKI_FA and DKI_MD were loaded into FSL. First, DTI_FA and DKI_FA were 

aligned with FMRIB58_FA into the standard 1x1x1 mm3 MNI152 space using non-linear 

registration. Second, mean FA data was created and skeletonized with a threshold of FA > 

0.2. In this step, the mean FA skeleton was created. Then, both DTI_MD and DKI_MD 

were projected onto the mean FA skeleton. Finally, voxel-wise analysis was carried out. 

The number of permutations was set to 5,000 and threshold-free cluster enhancement was 

used for correction. The threshold for statistical significance was set to p < 0.05. 

2.5 Asymmetry of fiber tracts and laterality 

In order to visualize asymmetry of the fiber tracts, statistically significant clusters from 

TBSS analysis were labelled on nine major fiber bundles (CST, Fmi, Fma, IFOF, ILF, 

SLF, CB, UF, and ATR) by using the Johns Hopkins University (JHU) white matter 

tractography atlas (Wakana et al., 2007; Hua et al., 2008) and thickened for better 

visualization using ‘tbss_fill’ in FSL.  

Laterality index (LI) was calculated to test whether all nine major fiber tracts in all right-

handed volunteers were leftward dominant, as well as to perform a direct comparison of 

significant clusters’ size of fiber tracts on both hemispheres that may contribute to 

lateralization. LI was calculated using (AL-AR)/( AL+AR) (Binder et al., 1996), where AL 

represents all statistically significant clusters of TBSS analysis in the left hemisphere and 

AR in the right hemisphere. A positive value obtained from this equation indicates 

leftward dominance, while a negative value suggests rightward dominance. 
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Part 2: DKI in Glioma Patients 

2.6 Subjects 

This retrospective project was approved by the ethics committee at the Philipps 

University of Marburg in Germany (study 9/13), based on the Declaration of Helsinki. 

Data of healthy volunteers was a subset of the data from Part 1, in which only the right-

handed volunteers were included, because 95% of the right-handers and 85% of left-

handers showed leftward language lateralization (Pujol et al., 1999; Lurito and Dzemidzic, 

2001). Patient data was obtained during the clinical routine. 

2.6.1 Healthy volunteers 

The current study included 17 healthy right-handed volunteers – nine males and eight 

females (males: 22–32 years, mean age 25 ± 2.8 years; females: 22–26 years, mean age 

24 ± 1.4 years). None of the healthy volunteers suffered from neurological disease, 

psychiatric disorder, significant brain injury, or other known diseases. None of the 

volunteers was reported to suffer from alcohol dependence or take medication with 

known effects that would interfere with our study. 

2.6.2 Patients with high-grade glioma 

Thirteen right-handed high-grade glioma patients, 12 males and one female (41–70 years, 

mean age 55 ± 10.7 years) diagnosed with anaplastic astrocytoma WHO III (n = 3), 

anaplastic oligodendroglioma WHO III (n = 2), anaplastic glial tumor WHO III (n = 1), 

glioblastoma WHO IV (n = 3), recurrent glioblastoma WHO IV (n = 4) were recruited for 

this study. Clinical symptoms (hemiparesis and aphasia) of patients preoperative (interval: 

0–1 day) and postoperative (interval: 93–1,540 days, mean 657 ± 487 days) were 

observed and recorded.  
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2.7 MRI data acquisition  

Image acquisition was performed using a 3 Tesla Siemens MRI scanner (Trio, Siemens, 

Erlangen, Germany) with a 12-multichannel receiver head coil. Patients were required to 

assume the supine position, and their heads were fixed with soft foam rubber pads to 

minimize head bulk motion. 

Diffusion-weighted images were acquired by applying single-shot echo-planar imaging 

sequence with the following settings: slice thickness 2 mm, FoV 256×256 mm²，matrix 

128×128, 60 axial slices without slice gap, TR 8500 ms, TE 101 ms, phase encoding 

direction anterior >> posterior, b-values 0, 1000, 2000 s/mm² respectively, 30 non‐

collinear diffusion encoding directions, bandwidth 1502 Hz, and phase partial Fourier 6/8.  

T1-weighted images were acquired by applying a rapid gradient echo sequence with 

following settings: slice thickness 1 mm, FoV 256×256 mm², matrix 128×128, 176 slices, 

TR 1900 ms, TE 2.26 ms, and bandwidth 199 Hz. 

T2 weighted images were acquired by applying single-shot echo-planar sequence with 

following settings: slice thickness 1 mm, FoV 256×256 mm², matrix 128×128, 176 slices, 

TR 3200 ms, TE 402 ms, and bandwidth 751 Hz. 

All image sets were visually inspected for severe artifacts and were excluded if any 

occurred. No severe artifacts were seen. 

2.8 Post-processing of MRI data 

DWI data was processed using FSL 6.01 (FMRIB Software Library, Oxford, United 

Kingdom, http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.jk/fsl) in which DWI images were corrected for head 

motion and eddy currents (Smith et al., 2004; Woolrich et al., 2009) using the 

‘eddy_openmp’ tool. Brain extraction was achieved using the ‘BET’ tool. 

After correction and brain extraction, DWI data was loaded as single 4D NifTI images 

with the gradient sampling files loaded into the in-house software package Diffusion 

Kurtosis Estimator (http://nitrc.org/projects/dke) applying standard protocol (Tabesh et 

al., 2011) in order to estimate the diffusion kurtosis and to calculate DKI-based parametric 

http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.jk/fsl
http://nitrc.org/projects/dke
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maps. 

In the meantime, DWI data was loaded as single 4D NifTI images and fed into the 

diffusion spectrum imaging studio (DSI studio; http://dsi-studio.labsolver.org) including 

b vectors and b values. After image loading, a brain mask was set up automatically to 

filter out the background region and guarantee efficacy (see Figure 2). Images loaded in 

DSI studio were automatically normalized in MNI space by the q-space diffeomorphic 

reconstruction (QSDR) (Yeh and Tseng, 2011). DTI_FA and DTI_MD maps were derived 

based on the DTI fitting method. T1-weighted images and DKI_MK maps were registered 

to the derived DTI_FA map using rigid-body registration.  

 

Figure 2. Brain mask for loaded image 

2.9 Fiber tractography of the CST and AF 

For fiber tractography of the CST and AF, the precentral gyrus, the cerebral peduncle, 

Broca’s area (Brodmann areas 44 and 45), and Wernicke’s area (Brodmann area 22) were 

assigned as regions of interest (ROI) based on atlases in DSI studio. ROIs were then 

adjusted manually and modified to suit anatomical positions in T1-weighted images for 

both healthy volunteers and patients. The input tract count was set to 10,000 to guarantee 

adequate targeting of tracts for analysis. Reconstructed tracts were then automatically 

recognized and clustered using the ‘recognizing and clustering’ function. Every derived 

trajectory was carefully inspected, compared with anatomical positions on the T1-

weighted images, and edited manually to achieve a more precise reconstruction.  
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2.10 Template creation 

DTI_FA, DTI_MD, and DKI_MK maps from both healthy volunteers and patients were 

projected onto the reconstructed CST and AF. As the reconstructed CST and AF 

trajectories were a series of three-dimensional coordinates, projected data of DTI_FA, 

DTI_MD and DKI_MK mapped onto the CST and AF of both healthy volunteers and 

patients was averaged along the x, y, and z axes using kernel density estimator, with 

bandwidth at voxel-sized scales. 

Statistics of CST and AF for every healthy volunteer were accumulated and averaged in 

MATLAB. Mean values and standard deviations (SD) of DTI_FA, DTI_MD, and 

DKI_MK of both CST and AF were calculated along the x, y, and z axes. In this way, 

templates of CST and AF on both hemispheres, based on datasets from healthy volunteers, 

were created for later comparison with patients’ datasets.  

Both template and patients’ datasets were plotted in MATLAB for visualization 

comparison between patients’ datasets and templates. Patient data within the space 

between the upper threshold (mean + SD) and lower threshold (mean − SD) of templates 

were considered normal. Patient data that exceeded the upper threshold or fell below the 

lower threshold of templates were considered increased or decreased, respectively (see 

Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3. Illustration of AF template based on DKI_MK along y direction.  

(Black arrow: value of this part of the curve is below zero, related to the portion of the 
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template where most variance occurred, red arrow: fiber tract begins at this point, with 

a sudden change from zero to a non-zero value, blue arrow: abnormal portion of AF 

because it is lower than mean – SD). 

2.11 Detection of the relationship between brain lesion and 

change on CST and AF 

2.11.1 Segmentation of tumor and peritumoral edema 

The T2 weighted images from patients were fed into 3D Slicer 4.8.1 for segmentation of 

the lesions (Kikinis and Pieper, 2011). The premier range of abnormal-appearing regions 

was roughly delineated and the ‘GrowCutEffect’ was used to fill the abnormal region. 

The outlined region was then erased by the ‘ChangeLabelEffect’, and the region for 

segmentation was prepared. In this way, the differentiation of normal-appearing brain 

tissue from possibly abnormal regions was enabled, and abnormal regions with high 

signal density that indicated tumor tissue and peritumoral edema were selected and 

segmented according to standard protocol (Kikinis and Pieper, 2011). This semi-

automatic segmentation of those regions of the brain possibly affected or infiltrated by 

glioma was performed in order to reveal their spatial information for analyzing its 

influence on the reconstructed CST and AF (see Figure 4). 

Figure 4. Segmentation procedure 
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2.11.2 Visualization of change on CST and AF in relation to brain lesion 

By comparing the healthy volunteers’ CST and AF templates on corresponding slices, the 

coordinates of changes were recorded and exported from MATLAB. In DSI studio, 

reconstructed trajectories were cut according to recorded coordinates to achieve 

visualization of changes on CST and AF. The absolute volumes of changes (FAV, MDV, 

MKV) on CST and AF, and their percentages of the whole tract (FAV%, MDV%, MKV%) 

based on DTI_FA, DTI_MD and DKI_MK, were also recorded. 

Segmented brain lesions from 3D slicer were loaded into DSI studio. In this way, the 

spatial relationships between brain lesions and CST and AF changes were inspected. 

2.12 Pattern for indication and prediction of motor and language 

deficits  

Potential combinations of change seen in DTI_FA, DTI_MD, and DKI_MK were 

inspected for all patients.  

As change on CST and AF can lead to motor and language dysfunction, combinations of 

changes of CST or AF were carefully analyzed for possible correlation with preoperative 

and postoperative persisting or emerging hemiparesis and aphasia. A pattern that matched 

best might be found by summarizing possible changes on DTI_FA, DTI_MD, and 

DKI_MK in patients presenting with hemiparesis or aphasia. 

In order to determine the predictive capability of the pattern, sensitivity and specificity 

were calculated for the pattern. 

2.13 Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis was conducted using SPSS 22.0. Spearman correlation analysis was 

used for evaluating the relationship between FAV and MKV, MDV and MKV, FAV% and 

MKV%, and MDV% and MKV%, respectively. Pearson correlation analysis was used for 

calculating the correlation between FAV and MDV, and FAV% and MDV%, respectively. 

The level of significance was set to p < 0.05.  
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3 Results 

Part 1: DKI in interhemispheric asymmetry 

3.1 Interhemispheric asymmetry 

Voxel-wise comparison was performed on the entire brain white matter skeleton in order 

to acquire interhemispheric asymmetry. Results of both leftward and rightward 

asymmetries were masked in nine major fiber tracts (CST, Fmi, Fma, IFOF, ILF, SLF, CB, 

UF, and ATR) as shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Voxel-wise statistical analysis of interhemispheric asymmetry 

  MAX t-Value 

  DTI_FA DTI_MD DKI_FA DKI_MD DKI_MK 

CST L > R 0.981 0.353 0.954 0.054 0 

 R > L 0.976 0.875 0.965 0.161 0.853 

Fmi L > R 0.974 0.470 0.958 0.115 0.134 

 R > L 0.948 0.786 0.920 0.993 0.464 

Fma L > R 0.982 0.000 0.966 0.000 0.001 

 R > L 0.978 0.860 0.929 0.000 0.000 

ILF L > R 0.979 0.591 0.933 0.384 0.414 

 R > L 0.978 0.980 0.959 0.555 0.652 

IFOF L > R 0.978 0.952 0.920 0.000 0.638 

 R > L 0.978 0.956 0.952 0.105 0.942 

SLF L > R 0.992 0.948 0.933 0.491 0.638 

 R > L 0.991 0.799 0.946 0.167 0.842 

UF L > R 0.978 0.948 0.920 0.043 0.638 

 R > L 0.957 0.888 0.945 0.000 0.009 

CB L > R 0.982 0.580 0.997 0.993 0.334 

 R > L 0.965 0.857 0.929 0.009 0.116 

ATR L > R 0.999 0.905 0.992 0.095 0.977 

 R >L 0.998 0.997 0.933 0.006 0.355 
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In DTI_FA, both leftward and rightward asymmetries were detected in CST (L > R: p < 

0.019; R > L: p < 0.024), Fma (L > R: p < 0.018; R > L: p < 0.022), ILF (L > R: p < 0.021; 

R > L: p < 0.022), IFOF (L > R: p < 0.022; R > L: p < 0.022), SLF (L > R: p < 0.009; R > 

L: p < 0.009), UF (L > R: p < 0.022; R > L: p < 0.043), CB (L > R: p < 0.018; R > L: p < 

0.035) and ATR (L > R: p < 0.001; R > L: p < 0.002); except for Fmi, only leftward 

asymmetry was found (L > R: p < 0.026) (see Figure 5). 

 

 

Figure 5. Distribution of statistically significant asymmetric regions (DTI_FA)  

(green: mean-FA skeleton of healthy volunteers, red: leftward asymmetry, blue: rightward 

asymmetry) 

 

In DTI_MD, leftward and rightward asymmetries were found in IFOF (L > R: p < 0.048; 

R > L: p < 0.044), rightward asymmetry was found in ILF (R > L: p < 0.020), and ATR 

(R > L: p < 0.003) (see Figure 6). 

 

In DKI_FA, leftward and rightward asymmetries were found in CST (L > R: p < 0.046; 

R > L: p < 0.035). Leftward asymmetry was found in Fmi (L > R: p < 0.042), Fma (L > 
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R: p < 0.034), CB (L > R: p < 0.003) and ATR (L > R: p < 0.008). Rightward asymmetry 

was found in ILF (R > L: p < 0.041) and IFOF (R > L: p < 0.048) (see Figure 7). 

 

 

Figure 6. Distribution of statistically significant asymmetric regions (DTI_MD)  

(green: mean-FA skeleton of healthy volunteers, red: leftward asymmetry, blue: rightward 

asymmetry) 

 

 

Figure 7. Distribution of statistically significant asymmetric regions (DKI_FA) 

(green: mean-FA skeleton of healthy volunteers, red: leftward asymmetry, blue: rightward 

asymmetry) 

 

In DKI_MD, only rightward asymmetry was found in Fmi (R > L: p < 0.007), and 

leftward asymmetry was found in CB (L > R: p < 0.007) (see Figure 8). 
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Figure 8. Distribution of statistically significant asymmetric regions (DKI_MD) 

(green: mean-FA skeleton of healthy volunteers, red: leftward asymmetry, blue: rightward 

asymmetry) 

 

In DKI_MK, only leftward asymmetry was found in ATR (L > R: p < 0.023) (see Figure 

9). 

 

Figure 9. Distribution of statistically significant asymmetric regions (DKI_MK) 

(green: mean-FA skeleton of healthy volunteers, red: leftward asymmetry) 

 

3.2 Effects of gender and handedness 

No significant effect was found for gender and handedness in DTI- and DKI-derived 

parameters (see Table 2). 
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Table 2. Voxel-wise statistical analysis for gender and handedness effects 

Note: LH: left-handed; RH: right-handed; L: left hemisphere; R: right hemisphere. 

  MAX t-Value 

  DTI_FA DTI_MD DKI_FA DKI_MD DKI_MK 

gender L > R 0.335 0.890 0.605 0.152 0.560 

 R > L 0.153 0.946 0.428 0.101 0.923 

handedness LH > RH 0.607 0.071 0.852 0.101 0.497 

 RH > LH 0.065 0.811 0.122 0.797 0.136 

 

3.3 Laterality of fiber tracts on DTI- and DTI-based parameters 

A LI was calculated for nine major fiber tracts in the DKI_FA and DTI_FA maps of the 

subgroup of all 17 right-handed volunteers (see Table 3). A LI above zero was considered 

representative of leftward dominance, which was found in Fmi, Fma, CB, and ATR in 

DKI_FA; but in DTI_FA, leftward dominance was found in CST, SLF, and CB. However, 

rightward dominance was found in CST, ILF, IFOF in DKI_FA, and Fmi, Fma, ILF, IFOF, 

UF, and ATR in DTI_FA. No dominance was found in SLF or UF in DKI_FA. Only 

dominance in ILF, IFOF, and CB was concurrent in DKI_FA and DTI_FA. Dominance in 

CST, Fmi, Fma and ATR of DKI_FA contradicted with that in DTI_FA.  

In DTI_MD, both leftward and rightward asymmetries found on IFOF were with a cluster 

size of 1 voxel, and no dominance was found on IFOF. Rightward dominance was found 

on ILF (3 voxels) and ATR (80 voxels). In DKI_MD, rightward dominance was found on 

Fmi with a cluster size of 1 voxel, and leftward dominance was found on CB with a cluster 

size of 4 voxels. In DKI_MK, leftward dominance was found on ATR with a cluster size 

of 3 voxels. 
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Table 3. Size of significant clusters and laterality index of fiber tracts based on DKI_FA 

and DTI_FA 
 

DKI_FA (#Voxels) LI DTI_FA (#Voxels) LI 
 

Leftward Rightward 

 

Leftward Rightward 

 

CST 5 7 −0.17 42 5 0.79 

Fmi 3 0 1.00 0 74 −1.00 

Fma 6 0 1.00 22 55 −0.43 

ILF 0 4 −1.00 26 81 −0.51 

IFOF 0 1 −1.00 18 55 −0.51 

SLF 0 0 0.00 196 18 0.83 

UF 0 0 0.00 15 22 −0.19 

CB 9 0 1.00 70 27 0.44 

ATR 10 0 1.00 98 112 −0.07 

 

3.4 Comparison between DTI- and DKI-based parametric maps 

Significant differences were found in 79.06% of the skeletons (p < 0.0002) comparing 

DTI_FA and DKI_FA. Fractional anisotropy was significantly higher in DKI_FA than in 

the corresponding DTI_FA. No significant cluster was found in which fractional 

anisotropy in DTI_FA was higher than in the corresponding DKI_FA (p < 0.331) (see 

Figure 10).  
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Figure 10. Distribution of significant differences according to DTI_FA and DKI_FA, 

shown in every 18 slices along the z-axis (p < 0.05, FWE-corrected). 

 

Significant differences were found in 79.06% of the skeletons (p < 0.0002) comparing 

DTI_MD and DKI_MD. Mean diffusivity was significantly higher in DKI_MD than in 

the corresponding DTI_MD. No significant cluster was found in which mean diffusivity 

in DTI_MD was higher than the corresponding DKI_MD (p < 0.331) (see Figure 11). 

 

Figure 11. Distribution of significant differences according to DTI_MD and DKI_MK, 

shown in every 18 slices along the z-axis (p < 0.05, FWE-corrected). 
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Part 2: DKI in Glioma Patients 

3.5 Patients’ clinical information 

Patients’ clinical information was obtained and is listed in Table 4 and 5 Two patients 

showed hemiparesis preoperatively. One of them was diagnosed with grade III anaplastic 

oligodendroglioma (patient #1), and the other with grade IV primary glioblastoma 

(patient#12).  

In follow-up records, hemiparesis in patient #1 persisted until the end of observation, and 

patients #3 and #6 – diagnosed with grade III anaplastic astrocytoma – presented with 

emerging hemiparesis in the follow-up. Hemiparesis in patients #12 was also persistent; 

patients #9 and #11 – diagnosed with grade IV primary glioblastoma – and patients #7and 

#8 – diagnosed with grade IV residual glioblastoma – presented with emerging 

hemiparesis in the follow-up. 

Six patients showed aphasia preoperatively. One of them was diagnosed with grade III 

anaplastic oligodendroglioma (patient #1), one of them was diagnosed with grade III 

anaplastic astrocytoma (patients #4) and one with grade III anaplastic glial tumor (patient 

#2), two of them (patients #7 and #8) were diagnosed with grade IV residual glioblastoma, 

and one with grade IV primary glioblastoma (patient #9). 

In follow-up records, aphasia persisted in patient #1, but gradually alleviated and finally 

vanished in the two patients with grade III anaplastic astrocytoma (patients #4 and #6) 

and one with grade III anaplastic glial tumor (patient #2), while aphasia persisted in three 

patients diagnosed with grade IV glioblastoma, either residual or primary (patients #7, #8, 

and #9). Another patient diagnosed with grade IV residual glioblastoma presented with 

emerging aphasia (patient #13) in the follow-up. 

The interval of observation ranged from 93 days to 1,540 days; the average interval of 

observation was thus 657 days. In follow-ups, three changes in clinical symptoms 

(hemiparesis or aphasia) were found. Hemiparesis or aphasia could be worsened or 

alleviated and vanished, and previous non-existing symptoms could emerge in the  
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follow-up.  

 

Table 4. Clinical characteristics of patients 

(R: right, L: left, LT: left temporal, LF: left frontal, RC/L: right central/lateral, LTB: left 

temporal-basal, RT: right temporal, RP: right parietal, RPO: right parietal-occipital, AO: 

anaplastic oligodendroglioma, AGT anaplastic glial tumor, AA: anaplastic astrocytoma, 

RG: recurrent glioblastoma, G: glioblastoma.) 

Patient Gender Age (years) Handedness Location Histopathology 

Grade III 

1 M 61 R LT AO, WHO III 

2 M 65 R LT AGT, WHO III 

3 M 70 R LT AA, WHO III 

4 F 53 R LT AA, WHO III 

5 M 38 R LF AO, WHO III 

6 M 45 R RC/L AA, WHO III 

Grade IV 

7 M 41 R LT RG, WHO IV 

8 M 41 R LTB RG, WHO IV 

9 M 54 R LT G, WHO IV 

10 M 62 R RT RG, WHO IV 

11 M 62 R RP G, WHO IV 

12 M 66 R RT G, WHO IV 

13 M 57 R RPO RG, WHO IV 
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Table 5. Neurological characteristics of patients 

(‘+’: persisting positive symptom until observation stopped, ‘−’: negative symptom when 

observation stopped, ‘±’: symptom once appeared but was gradually improved and 

vanished at the end of observation, ‘interval’: the interval of follow-up)  

Patient Hemiparesis Aphasia Interval 

(days) Pre-op Follow-up Pre-op Follow-up 

Grade III      

1 + + + + 1540 

2 − − + ± 1273 

3 − + − − 532 

4 − − + ± 470 

5 − − − − 1503 

6 − + − ± 763 

Grade IV      

7 − + + + 240 

8 − + + + 93 

9 − + + + 486 

10 − − − − 139 

11 − + − − 442 

12 + + − − 385 

13 − − − + 674 

 

3.6 Detection of change on patients’ CSTs and AFs 

The CST and the AF are most commonly investigated in studies of tractography because 

CST is correlated with voluntary motor function and AF is responsible for language 

function. Detection of changes on patients’ CSTs and AFs was performed by comparing 
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their datasets to corresponding templates of healthy volunteers along the x, y, and z axes. 

Templates of CST and AF along the x, y, and z axes based on DTI_FA, DTI_MD and 

DKI_MK were shown in Figure 12. Every template consisted of two curves that 

represented upper and lower thresholds in corresponding positions along the CST or AF. 

Templates of CST and AF were different between the left and right.  

By comparing patients’ datasets to corresponding templates, coordinates were recorded, 

and change was visualized on tracts as shown in Figure 13. A large portion of the dataset 

of left AF from patient #7 was under the lower threshold of the left AF template. 

Coordinates of change were reflected on left AF, and the abnormal portion of left AF was 

confirmed. Using this method, changes on bilateral CST and AF were confirmed on 

DTI_FA, DTI_MD, and DKI_MK for all 13 patients. 

Patient #1: For the left CST, an increased DTI_MD, and decreased DTI_FA and DKI_MK 

were found; for the right CST, an increased DTI_MD was found. For the left AF, an 

increased DTI_MD, and decreased DTI_FA and DKI_MK were found. 

Patient #2: For the left CST, increased DTI_FA and DKI_MK were found; for the right 

CST, an increased DTI_MD and a decreased DTI_FA were found. 

Patient #3: For the left CST, an increased DTI_MD was found; for the right CST, an 

increased DTI_MD was found. For the left AF, an increased DTI_MD, and decreased 

DTI_FA and DKI_MK were found.  

Patient #4: For the left CST, increased DTI_MD and DKI_MK were found; for the right 

CST, an increased DTI_FA was found. 

Patient #5: For the right CST, increased DTI_FA, DTI_MD, and DKI_MK were found. 

For the left AF, an increased DTI_MD was found; for the right AF, an increased DTI_FA 

was found. 

Patient #6: For the right CST, an increased DKI_MK was found. For the left AF, an 

increased DTI_MD was found; for the right AF, an increased DTI_MD was found. 

Patient #7: For the left CST, changes (increase and decrease) in DTI_MD, and an 

increased DKI_MK were found; for the right CST, increased DTI_FA and DKI_MK, and 
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a decreased DTI_MD were found. For the left AF, an increased DTI_MD, and decreased 

DTI_FA and DKI_MK were found; for the right AF, increased DTI_MD and DKI_MK 

were found. 

Patient #8: For the left CST, an increased DTI_MD, and changes (increase and decrease) 

in DTI_FA and DKI_MK were found; for the right CST, increased DTI_FA and DKI_MK, 

and a decreased DTI_MD were found. For the left AF, an increased DTI_MD, and 

decreased DTI_FA and DKI_MK were found; for the right AF, an increased DKI_MK, 

and a decreased DTI_MD were found. 

Patient #9: For the left CST, increased DTI_MD and DKI_MK were found; for the right 

CST, a decreased DTI_MD was found. For the left AF, a decreased DTI_MD was found. 

Patient #10: For the left CST, an increased DTI_FA was found; for the right CST, changes 

(increase and decrease) in DKI_MK, and a decreased DTI_MD were found. For the left 

AF, an increased DTI_MD was found; for the right AF, an increased DTI_MD, and 

decreased DTI_FA and DKI_MK were found. 

Patient #11: For the left CST, increased DTI_MD and DKI_MK were found; for the right 

CST, an increased DKI_MK was found. For the left AF, an increased DTI_FA was found; 

for the right AF, an increased DTI_MD and a decreased DKI_MK were found. 

Patient #12: For the left CST, increased DTI_MD and DKI_MK were found; for the right 

CST, an increased DTI_MD, and decreased DTI_FA and DKI_MK were found. For the 

left AF, an increased DTI_MD was found; for the right AF, an increased DTI_MD and a 

decreased DKI_MK were found. 

Patient #13: For the right CST, an increased DTI_MD and a decreased DKI_MK were 

found. For the left AF, an increased DTI_MD, and decreased DTI_FA and DKI_MK were 

found; for the right AF, an increased DTI_MD, and decreased DTI_FA and DKI_MK 

were found. 
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3.7 Combinations of change in DTI_FA, DTI_MD, and DKI_MK in 

relation to hemiparesis or aphasia 

Compared to templates derived from healthy volunteers, there were four possible changes: 

(1) no change, (2) an increased value compared to the corresponding template, (3) a 

decreased value compared to the corresponding template, and (4) changes with both 

increased and decreased value compared to the corresponding template. By combining 

DTI_FA, DTI_MD, and DKI_MK, all 64 possible changes could be analyzed for CST 

and AF. 

 

 

Figure 12. Template of bilateral CST and AF 

(red: upper threshold (mean + SD), blue: lower threshold (mean − SD))  
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Figure 13. Changes of left AF based on DKI_MK from patient #7 

(Datasets shown along x, y, and z axes (Figures A, B, and C, respectively) and their 

corresponding datasets extracted from fibers compared to templates of healthy volunteers. 

Data extracted from patient #7 is shown in blue, part of which is highlighted in red. The 

red portion of the curve was under the lower threshold of the templates, and coordinates 

were recorded accordingly. On the left, part of the purple fiber tracts were covered in pink, 

indicating regions of a decreased DKI_MK based on coordinates derived from the 

templates.) 

 

After comparison with templates, changes were found in CST and AF as listed in Table 

6. A total of 13 groups of changes were found in the tracts in relation to hemiparesis or 

aphasia. These were 9 groups of changes in CST, and 5 in AF. Some groups were common 

to both tracts. 1) decreased DTI_FA and DKI_MK, and an increased DTI_MD were found; 

2) increased DTI_FA and DKI_MK were found; 3) an increased DTI_MD was found; 4) 

increased DTI_MD and DKI_MK were found; 5) no change was found in parametric 

maps projected on fiber tracts, and patients’ datasets were within the templates’ thresholds; 
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6) an increased DKI_MK was found; 7) changes (increase and decrease) in DTI_MD, and 

an increased DKI_MK were found; 8) changes (increase and decrease) in DTI_FA and 

DKI_MK, and an increased DTI_MD were found; 9) a decreased DTI_MD, and changes 

(increase and decrease) in DKI_MK were found; 10) an increased DTI_MD and a 

decreased DKI_MK were found; 11) a decreased DKI_MK was found; 12) an increased 

DTI_FA was found; 13) a decreased DTI_MD and an increased DKI_MK were found.  

 

Table 6. Combinations of changes for CST and AF 

CST  AF 

Grou

p 

DTI_F

A 

DTI_M

D 

DKI_M

K 

 Grou

p 

DTI_F

A 

DTI_M

D 

DKI_M

K 

1 ↓ ↑ ↓  1 ↓ ↑ ↓ 

2 ↑ - ↑  2 - - - 

3 - ↑ -  3 - ↑ - 

4 - ↑ ↑  4 - ↓ - 

5 - - -  5 ↑ - - 

6 - - ↑  6 - ↑ ↑ 

7 - ↑+↓ ↑  7 - ↓ ↑ 

8 ↑+↓ ↑ ↑+↓  8 - ↑ ↓ 

9 - ↓ ↑+↓      

10 - ↑ ↓      

 

As shown in Tables 7 and 8, a decreased DTI_FA was always found concurrent with an 

increased DTI_MD and a decreased DKI_MK. When changes (increase or decrease) were 

found in DTI_FA, changes (increase or decrease) were also found in DKI_MK. There 

was a strong correlation between the FAV and MKV (r = 0.815, p = 0.004). Correlation 

between FAV% and MKV% was also significant (r = 0.794, p = 0.006). No significant 

correlation was found between the FAV of a decreased DTI_FA and MDV of an increased 
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DTI_MD (r = 0.619, p = 0.102), but correlation between FAV% of a decreased DTI_FA 

and MDV% of an increased DTI_MD was found to be significant (r = 0.854, p = 0.007). 

There was a strong correlation between MDV of an increased DTI_MD and MKV of 

changes (increase or decrease) in DKI_MK (r = 0.808, p = 0.001). Correlation between 

MDV% of an increased DTI_MD and MKV% of changes (increase or decrease) in 

DKI_MK was also significant (r = 0.824, p = 0.001).  

 

Table 7. Volume and percentage of change on CSTs in relation to hemiparesis 

(‘H’: higher value than the upper threshold of templates in the corresponding position, 

‘L’: lower value than the lower threshold of templates in the corresponding position; ‘-’: 

no change was found (i.e. within the range of the templates’ thresholds)) 

 FAV 

(mm³) 

FAV 

% 

MDV 

(mm³) 

MDV 

% 

MKV 

(mm³) 

MKV 

% 

 H L H L H L H L H L H L 

1 - 5392  53.2 4920 - 48.5 - - 3056  30.1 

2 624 - 10.1  - - - - 432 - 7.0 - 

3 - - - - 24 - 0.3 - - - - - 

4 - - - - 16 - 0.2 - 48 - 0.5 - 

5 - - - - - - - - - - - - 

6 - - - - - - - - 32 - 0.3 - 

7 - - - - 392 160 5.0 2.0 352  4.5  

8 2376 16 25.3 0.2 2632 - 28.1  408 456 4.4 4.8 

9 - - - - 144 - 1.6  480 - 5.4  

10 - - - - - 608 - 5.9 264 984 2.6 9.5 

11 - - - - - - - - 72 - 0.6 - 

12 - 424  5.6 2512 - 33.0 - - 976 - 12.8 

13 -  -  440 - 5.0 - - 512 - 5.8 
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Table 8. Volume and percentage of change on left AFs in relation to aphasia 

(‘H’: higher value than the upper threshold of templates in the corresponding position, 

‘L’: lower value than the lower threshold of templates in the corresponding position; ‘-’: 

no change was found (i.e. within the range of the templates’ thresholds)) 

 FAV 

(mm³) 

FAV 

% 

MDV 

(mm³) 

MDV 

% 

MKV 

(mm³) 

MKV 

% 

 H L H L H L H L H L H L 

1 - 4824 - 49.7 5656 - 58.3 - - 3992  41.2 

2 -  -  - - - - -  -  

3 - 1896 - 10.4 11072 - 60.9 - - 2744  15.1 

4 - - -  - - - - - - - - 

5 - - -  1240 - 11.7 - - - - - 

6 - - -  32 - 0.2 - - - - - 

7 - 9176 - 59.7 11152 - 72.6 - - 9200  59.9 

8 - 7704 - 85.1 8296 - 91.6   6656  73.5 

9 - - - - - 248  1.8 - - - - 

10 - - - - 4239  27.8 - - - - - 

11 80 - 0.5 - -  - - - - - - 

12 - - - - 1576  8.0 - - - - - 

13 - 16 0.1 - 4352  38.2 - 72 - 0.6 - 

 

3.8 Relationship between brain lesion and change of fiber tracts 

The spatial relationships between brain lesions (tumor and peritumoral edema) and the 

change of fiber tracts (shown in Figures 13 and 14) can be divided into three groups: 1) 

the fiber tract completely or partially covered by lesion, 2) the fiber tract partially ‘kissing’ 

lesion, and 3) change in fiber tracts distant from lesion. For the left CST, patients #1, # 3, 
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#4, #7, and #8 belonged to group 1, and patients #9 and #11 belonged to group 3. For the 

right CST, patient #12 belonged to group 1, patient # 13 belonged to group 2, and patients 

#6 and #10 belonged to group 3. For the left AF, patients #1, #4, #7, #8, and #9 belonged 

to group 1, patient #2 belonged to group 2, and patients #6 and #13 belonged to group 3. 

For the right AF, patient #13 belonged to group 1, patient #6 belonged to group 2, and 

patients #1, #2, #4, #7, #8, and #9 belonged to group 3. 

 

 

Figure 14. Spatial relationships between brain lesion and AF in patients #2 and #4 
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Figure 15. The spatial relationships between brain lesions and changes on dysfunctional 

fiber tracts 

(A: fiber tracts completely or partially covered by lesion, B: part of the fiber tract ‘kissing’ 

the boundary of lesion, C: fiber tract distant from the lesion, yellow: an increased value, 

pink: a decreased value) 
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3.9 Pattern for indication and prediction of dysfunction in 

relation to CST and AF 

Combining clinical symptoms such as hemiparesis and aphasia of patients and changes 

found, on both CST and AF, a pattern based on 13 groups of change combinations.  

In the left CST, patients who presented with either persisting or emerging right 

hemiparesis in the follow-up are listed in Table 9. A decreased DTI_FA and an increased 

DTI_MD concurrent with a decreased DKI_MK were found in two of the three patients 

who presented with preoperative right hemiparesis (patients #1 and #8); changes (increase 

and decrease) in DTI_MD, and an increased DKI_MK, were found in the other (patient 

#7). In all five patients who presented with right hemiparesis in the follow-up, an 

increased DTI_MD concurrent with changes (increase or decrease) in DKI_MK were 

found, except for in one (patient #3). Among them, increased DTI_MD and DKI_MK 

was found in one patient (patients #9) who presented with emerging right hemiparesis. 

In the right CST, patients who presented with either persisting or emerging left 

hemiparesis in the follow-up are listed in Table 10. A decreased DTI_FA and an increased 

DTI_MD concurrent with a decreased DKI_MK were found in the one patient who 

presented with preoperative left hemiparesis (patient #12). Left hemiparesis was 

persisting in this patient. In the follow-up, an increased DTI_MD concurrent with a 

decreased DKI_MK was found in one of the three patients who presented with left 

hemiparesis (patients #12). In the other two patients (patient #6 and #11), an increased 

DTI_MD were found. 
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Table 9. Change on left CST and right hemiparesis of patients 

(‘+’: positive symptom, ‘−’: negative symptom, ‘±’: symptom once appeared but vanished 

at the end of observation, ‘H’: an increased value, ‘L’: a decreased value; ‘−’: no change 

was found (i.e. within the range of templates’ thresholds)) 

 Relationship between 

CST and lesion 

Hemiparesis DTI_FA DTI_MD DKI_MK 

Pre- 

op 

Follow- 

up 

1 superior endpoint covered + + L H L 

3 partially covered − + − H − 

7 partially covered + + − H+L H 

8 partially covered + + L+H H L+H 

9 distant − + − H H 

 

Table 10. Change on right CST and left hemiparesis of patients 

(‘+’: positive symptom, ‘−’: negative symptom, ‘±’: symptom once appeared but vanished 

at the end of observation, ‘H’: an increased value, ‘L’: a decreased value; ‘−’: no change 

was found (i.e. within the range of templates’ thresholds)) 

 Relationship between 

CST and lesion 

Hemiparesis DTI_FA DTI_MD DKI_MK 

Pre- 

op 

Follow-

up 

6 distant − + − H − 

11 distant − + − H − 

12 partially covered + + L H L 
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In the left AF, patients who presented with persisting, emerging, or alleviating aphasia are 

listed in Table 11. A decreased DTI_FA and an increased DTI_MD concurrent with a 

decreased DKI_MK were found in three of the six patients with preoperative aphasia 

(patients #1, #7 and #8). No change was found in two of those seven patients (patients #2 

and #4), a decreased DTI_MD in another (patient #9). In the follow-up, a decreased 

DTI_FA and an increased DTI_MD concurrent with a decreased DKI_MK were found in 

one patient who presented with emerging aphasia (patient #13). Of the three patients who 

presented with alleviating aphasia, no change was found in DTI_FA, DTI_MD, or 

DKI_MK in two (patients #2 and #4); an increased DTI_MD was found in the other 

patient (patient #6) who presented with emerging aphasia in the follow-up but alleviated 

and cured at the end of the follow-up.  

 

Table 11. change on left AF and aphasia of patients 

(‘+’: positive symptom, ‘−’: negative symptom, ‘±’: symptom once appeared but vanished 

at the end of observation, ‘H’: an increased value, ‘L’: a decreased value; ‘−’: no change 

was found (i.e. within the range of templates’ thresholds)) 

 

 

 

Relationship between 

AF and lesion 

Aphasia DTI_FA DTI_MD DKI_MK 

Pre- 

op 

Follow-

up 

1 both endpoints covered + + L H L 

2 kissing + ± − − − 

4 posterior endpoint covered + ± − − − 

6 distant − ± − H − 

7 completely covered + + L H L 

8 both endpoints covered + + L H L 

9 anterior endpoint covered + + − L − 

13 distant − + L H L 
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In the right AF, patients who presented with persisting, emerging, or alleviating aphasia 

are listed in Table 12. A decreased DTI_FA and an increased DTI_MD concurrent with a 

decreased DKI_MK was found in one patient who presented with emerging aphasia in 

the follow-up (patient #13) and an increased DTI_MD in another (patient #6). Either an 

increased DTI_MD (patient #6) or no change in DTI_FA, DTI_MD, or DKI_MK was 

found in patients who presented with alleviating aphasia (patients #2 and #4). 

 

Table 12. Change on right AF and aphasia of patients 

(‘+’: positive symptom, ‘−’: negative symptom, ‘±’: symptom once appeared but vanished 

at the end of observation, ‘H’: an increased value, ‘L’: a decreased value; ‘−’: no change 

was found (i.e. within the range of templates’ thresholds)) 

 Relationship between 

AF and lesion 

Aphasia DTI_FA DTI_MD DKI_MK 

Pre-

op 

Follow-

up 

1 distant + + − − − 

2 distant + ± − − − 

4 distant + ± − − − 

6 kissing − ± − H − 

7 distant + + − H H 

8 distant + + − L H 

9 distant + + − − − 

13 posterior endpoint covered − + L H L 
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The pattern found in patients with persisting hemiparesis and aphasia, ‘an increased 

DTI_MD and changes (increase or decrease) in DKI_MK’, summarizes the relationship 

between changes found on CSTs with hemiparesis and left AFs with aphasia. The 

relationship between changes found on right AFs and aphasia did not follow this pattern.  

When relating this pattern to hemiparesis and aphasia in the follow-up, it seemed to 

present with 75.0% sensitivity and 87.5% specificity. 

False negative predictions of aphasia based on the pattern were found in four patients 

(aphasia in patients #2, #4, #6, and #9, respectively). However, aphasia in three of them 

(patients #2, #4, and #6) was gradually improved, vanishing by the end of observation. 

Aphasia was persistent in one patient (patient # 9), and the anterior endpoint of his left 

AF was found covered in lesions. False negative predictions of hemiparesis were found 

in three patients (patients #3 and #6), who began to show early signs of hemiparesis by 

the end of observation, and one of these two died (patient #6); therefore, not enough 

follow-up information was acquired to explain the hemiparesis that did not match the 

pattern.  

False positive predictions of hemiparesis were found in three patients (patients #3, #12 

and #13), and a false positive prediction of aphasia was found in one patient (patient #3). 

It is worth noting that patient #3, aged 70 years, was the eldest among all recruited patients, 

and patient #12, aged 66 years, was the second eldest. There was an enormous age 

discrepancy between these two patients and healthy volunteers. And patient #13 was 

unable to walk or stand at the end of the follow-up with a KPS (Karnofsky Performance 

Status) 20%, yet ‘hemiparesis’ is not mentioned. 
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4 Discussion 

Part 1: DKI in Interhemispheric Asymmetry 

By using TBSS analysis in DTI- and DKI-based parametric maps, interhemispheric 

asymmetry was found. Both leftward and rightward asymmetries were found in CST, Fma, 

ILF, IFOF, SLF, UF, CB, and ATR. Leftward asymmetry was found in Fmi according to 

DTI_FA, while according to DKI_FA, concurrent leftward and rightward asymmetries 

were found only in CST. Leftward asymmetry was found in Fmi, CB, and ATR, and 

rightward asymmetry was found in ILF. According to other maps, such as DTI_MD, 

DKI_MD, and DKI_MK, fewer significant clusters were found compared to DTI_FA and 

DKI_FA. 

Significant differences were found by directly comparing DTI- and DKI-derived 

parametric maps. Both fractional anisotropy and mean diffusivity were found to be 

significantly higher in DKI-derived parametric maps than in DTI-derived parametric 

maps, both occupying 79.06% of the skeleton. No significant effect was found for 

handedness or gender. 

4.1 Asymmetry of fiber tracts 

In our study, either leftward or rightward asymmetry was found in nine major fiber tracts 

(CST, Fmi, Fma, ILF, IFOF, SLF, CB, and ATR), although DTI- and DKI-based 

parametric maps differed. Instead of comparing tracts on several chosen levels, such as 

PLIC of the CST as in many other studies, TBSS analysis has enabled comparison of all 

image voxels between bilateral tracts. Of note, almost all nine fiber tracts demonstrated 

both leftward and rightward asymmetries on DTI_FA except Fmi, while the unilateral 

asymmetry of the fiber tracts was more likely based on DKI_FA. Tracts detected with 

leftward or rightward asymmetry were fewer on DTI_MD, DKI_MD, and DKI_MK. 

DTI_FA and DKI_FA seemed to be more sensitive in detecting hemispheric asymmetry 

than other parametric maps. 
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The anatomical locations of asymmetry in the brain, based on the DTI_FA map, 

corresponded to previous studies, especially with regard to the asymmetry observed in 

the cingulum bundle and other fibers (Buchel et al., 2004; Gong et al., 2005b; 

Westerhausen et al., 2007; O'Donnell et al., 2009). Leftward asymmetry was found in 

cingulum bundle in both DTI_FA and DKI_FA, which is similar to previous studies based 

on DTI (Gong et al., 2005b; Huster et al., 2009; O'Donnell et al., 2009). Most segments 

of the cingulum were found to be left-dominant except for the posterior part, which was 

detected by comparing the FA value, which were corresponded with the distributions of 

asymmetric regions in our findings (Gong et al., 2005b). Leftward asymmetry was also 

frequently reported in SLF based on DTI studies (Buchel et al., 2004; Powell et al., 2006; 

Catani et al., 2007), which is consistent with our findings based on DTI_FA. A much 

larger cluster size was found on leftward asymmetry than rightward asymmetry on SLF 

based on DTI_FA, but no asymmetry was found on SLF based on DKI_FA. Leftward 

asymmetry was found in Fmi and Fma (Jahanshad et al., 2010), which is in accordance 

with findings on DKI_FA, but inconsistent with findings on DTI_FA. Both leftward and 

rightward asymmetries were found in CST based on DTI_FA and DKI_FA, similar to the 

findings of previous studies. Some studies have report leftward asymmetry on CST 

(Westerhausen et al., 2007), while others reported rightward asymmetry at the same level 

(Imfeld et al., 2009), both using FA value for comparison. These findings indicate that 

asymmetry in the CST is inconsistent. Both leftward and rightward asymmetries were 

also reported in IFOF (Rodrigo et al., 2007; Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2011), ILF (Hasan 

et al., 2010; Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2011) and UF (Hasan et al., 2009; Yasmin et al., 

2009). Interestingly, these tracts have been found to possibly play a role in neurological 

disorders such as autism and schizophrenia (Kubicki et al., 2002; Thomas et al., 2011). 

Rightward asymmetry in ATR was less studied but was reported to correlate with 

cognitive dysfunction (Mamah et al., 2010). 
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4.2 Asymmetry and laterality 

Interhemispheric asymmetry has been revealed with functional lateralization (Toga and 

Thompson, 2003). According to previous studies, regions with leftward asymmetries 

were assumed to correlate with voluntary motor function and language, while regions 

with rightward asymmetries are mainly related to the function of spatial attention, facial 

recognition, emotion, and memory (Shu et al., 2015).  

A larger cluster was found on regions related to language and auditory processing on the 

left hemisphere (Steinmetz, 1996; Foundas et al., 1998). Nonetheless, in asymmetry 

studies based on DTI, a higher FA value was found in the precentral gyrus, which is 

contralateral to the dominant hand – either statistically significant or shown by a trend 

corresponding with it – while a higher MD value was observed for the unilateral 

hemisphere (Buchel et al., 2004; Ardekani et al., 2007; Westerhausen et al., 2007). 

However, asymmetry not only exists in the cortical and subcortical regions but has also 

been reported in white matter. Asymmetry in fiber tracts may contribute to a better 

understanding of functional lateralization.  

The CST is one of the most common fiber tracts for studying asymmetry, and it has indeed 

been found on the CST (Westerhausen et al., 2007; Imfeld et al., 2009; Thiebaut de 

Schotten et al., 2011). These studies have revealed leftward asymmetry on the CST 

between hemispheres. Whether the difference in CST (voxels, regional values of 

parametric maps, or volumes) is directly related to lateralization or dexterity is still not 

clear. Language function has long been proven to be lateralized by Broca and Wernicke, 

with which the AF is related (Sreedharan et al., 2015; Silva and Citterio, 2017). Besides, 

the AF is considered as the fourth part of SLF that connects the frontal and superior 

temporal gyrus (Makris et al., 2005; Dick and Tremblay, 2012). Similar to our findings in 

DTI_FA, SLF was also found to be leftward dominant. However, the anterior segment of 

the AF is rightward lateralized (Buchel et al., 2004; O'Donnell et al., 2009; Thiebaut de 

Schotten et al., 2011), while the long segment of the AF was frequently reported to be 

leftward lateralized (Catani et al., 2007; Hasan et al., 2010; Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 
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2011), suggesting that asymmetry might be region-dependent and various parts of a fiber 

tract present heterogeneous asymmetry. ILF in the left dominant brain could have played 

a role in the language pathway, especially for semantic language processing, but its 

function could be compensated (Mandonnet et al., 2007). However, ILF was found to be 

rightward dominant in DTI_FA, DTI_MD, and DKI_FA in our study. 

There is still no conclusion as to whether the relationship between asymmetry and 

laterality is more a phenomenon of grey matter or white matter fibers. Multiples factors 

like genetics, environmental factors, developmental phase, aging, etc. might also 

contribute to hemispheric asymmetry.  

4.3 Comparison between model-dependent parametric maps 

DTI_FA, DTI_MD, DKI_FA, and DKI_MD are all model- and algorithm-dependent 

parametric maps. As both DTI- and DKI-based parametric maps were derived using the 

same algorithm, noticeable differences between parametric maps were derived from the 

differences between the DKI-fitting model and DTI-fitting model. A comparison was 

done in a voxel-wise manner, and fractional anisotropy was higher in DKI_FA than in 

DTI_FA, and mean diffusivity was higher in DKI_MD than in DTI_MD, respectively, 

which was concordant with previous studies applying the same method (Lanzafame et al., 

2016). Significant clusters found in the comparison between these maps revealed a 

significant model-dependent effect. 

DTI uses a Gaussian approximation of the probability diffusion function through 

estimation of the rank-2 diffusion tensor D, which allows a directional diffusion profile 

to be captured by a 3×3 tensor, while DKI is based on non-Gaussian diffusion with an 

estimation of a rank-4 apparent kurtosis tensor W that allows directional kurtosis to be 

characterized by a 3×3×3×3 tensor matrix (Steven et al., 2014; Lanzafame et al., 2016).  

Furthermore, targeted asymmetric regions in DTI_FA were mostly found in the areas 

where two or more fiber tracts probably cross. The assumption of single fiber orientation 

in DTI leads to a reduced number of tracts being detected in areas of fiber crossing and 
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might bias the calculations of structural asymmetry (Lee et al., 2014). This was also 

proven by a reduced number of asymmetric regions in DTI_MD and DKI_MD, while 

they are the average of eigenvector (Le Bihan et al., 2001). Many studies have claimed 

that FA values are considered to reflect the integrity of white matter fibers, axonal density, 

degree of axonal alignment, myelination, and organization and fiber coherence within a 

given voxel, and as a result regarded them as an index that reflects structural connectivity 

and integrity (Angstmann et al., 2016). MD, on the other hand, is a parameter that 

measures the physicochemical properties of the nervous system (Di Paola et al., 2010). 

While water diffusion in brain tissue is sensitive to microstructures like myelin sheaths 

and cell membranes, variability in FA is greatly reduced in areas of single fiber population 

because much of the variation is caused by crossing fiber tracts, suggesting that FA as a 

marker for white matter integrity is unprecise – as many studies have claimed (Alexander 

et al., 2007). 

As a result, DTI_FA and DTI_MD based on Gaussian distribution may not be capable of 

measuring the exact movement of water molecules because the brain’s microstructures 

are not an ideally homogenous liquid for Gaussian distribution (Tuch et al., 2003). And 

based on the monoexponential model, DTI-based parameters are highly dependent on the 

selection of b values (Veraart et al., 2011). Neither DTI_FA nor DTI_MD can correctly 

deal with multiple fibers within one voxel. 

As DKI is based on a second-order polynomial model, estimation of diffusion (Veraart et 

al., 2011) and kurtosis (Jensen and Helpern, 2010) parameters were independent of b 

values. DKI_MD measuring mean diffusivity in a given voxel based on the DKI model 

also presents limited capability in detecting crossing fibers, but DKI_FA measuring 

directional anisotropy is capable of resolving coherent fibers within one voxel (Zhu et al., 

2015). DKI_MK characterizes the mean deviation from Gaussian distribution, providing 

relatively more accurate information in brain tissue (Jensen and Helpern, 2010), 

especially in regions with crossing fibers (Lazar et al., 2008), which makes it useful for 

evaluating complex brain microstructures (Jensen et al., 2005a; Lazar et al., 2008).  
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Significant clusters found in DTI-based parametric maps might not fully characterize 

asymmetric fiber tracts. In order to access the advantages of DKI, both DTI-fitting and 

DKI-fitting methods should be applied to DWI data separately. Even though DKI is an 

extension of DTI, and they can both be structured into a linear regression form based on 

the natural logarithm of diffusion-weighted MR signals (Veraart et al., 2013). DTI-based 

parametric maps such as DTI_FA and DTI_MD were not equivalent to DKI_FA and 

DKI_MD theoretically, because estimations of these diffusion parameters were based on 

different models, and our direct comparison also demonstrated the model-dependent 

discrepancy between DTI- and DKI-based diffusion parameters. 

4.4 Handedness and gender related to interhemispheric 

asymmetry 

Consistent with our findings, gender was found to have little effect on interhemispheric 

asymmetry in many other studies (Gong et al., 2005b; Westerhausen et al., 2007; Huster 

et al., 2009; Lebel and Beaulieu, 2009; Hasan et al., 2010; Takao et al., 2011). In another 

study, a gender-by-hemisphere effect was shown significant only on ILF in children and 

adolescents (Hasan et al., 2010). It is noteworthy that neither handedness was found to 

affect interhemispheric asymmetry. Previous studies have revealed that no significant 

correlation was found between the asymmetry of the CST at the level of internal capsule 

and handedness (Westerhausen et al., 2007). Regions where right-handed people were 

reported to have higher values than the contralateral side were found to be statistically 

significant by comparing FA values in various levels of the CST based on diffusion tensor 

tractography (Westerhausen et al., 2007; Seizeur et al., 2014), but not necessarily 

correlated with dexterity (Westerhausen et al., 2007). On the contrary, voxel-based 

morphometry (VBM) of T1-weighed images has revealed a significant relationship 

between interhemispheric asymmetry and handedness (Good et al., 2001), and other 

macrostructural studies have also shown signs, like a deeper central sulcus in the 

dominant hemisphere (Amunts et al., 2000) or a more dorsal shape of the human hand 
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knob in the left hemisphere of right-handed people as compared to left-handed people 

(Sun et al., 2012). However, in another study, no handedness-related asymmetry was 

reported in the bilateral primary motor cortex (Ciccarelli et al., 2003).  

The relationship between asymmetry in the fiber tract and lateralization is still not fully 

understood. On the one hand, asymmetry differs in various parts of the fiber tract. On the 

other hand, asymmetry in the fiber tracts does not necessarily equal anatomical 

asymmetry in the human brain. Besides, the possibility that asymmetry in a functional 

cortex rather than the fiber tract might be decisive in lateralization should also be taken 

into consideration for understanding asymmetry in the fiber tracts more deeply.  

Part 2: DKI in glioma patients 

In this part of the study, a new application of DKI has been revealed by detecting changes 

of the CST and AF that might correlate with prognosis in relation to neurological deficits 

in high-grade glioma patients. To achieve this, templates of CSTs and AFs derived from 

healthy volunteers were successfully created, which allowed changes of the tracts to be 

visualized. Changes could occur on CSTs and AFs that were encased by the tumor, kissing 

the tumor, or distant from the tumor. Changes on tracts were quantified, and strong 

correlations were found between DTI- and DKI-based parameters. This indicated changes 

relating to hemiparesis and aphasia were consistent on both DTI and DKI parametric 

maps. These findings support our hypothesis that change on the CST and AF might be 

potentially predictive of outcomes of motor and language deficit with 75% sensitivity and 

87.5% specificity. It seemed that the pattern of an increased DTI_MD and changes 

(increase or decrease) in DKI_MK was concurrent in CST or AF, indicating that fiber 

tracts were severely affected either by infiltration, edema, or Wallerian degradation.  

4.5 Infiltration of glioma as the main cause 

One theory about the infiltration of glioma is that tumor cells migrate along fiber tracts 

(Scherer, 1940). Based on this theory, previous studies have shown that DTI-related 
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parameters were capable of assessing the extent of the infiltrated area on the CST (Bello 

et al., 2008; Gao et al., 2017). Significantly higher MD and lower FA were found to 

indicate infiltration caused by tumor growth as opposed to edema compared to 

contralateral CST (Delgado et al., 2016). In accordance with our findings, decreased FA 

was also reported in white matter proximal to high-grade gliomas (Field et al., 2004; Price 

et al., 2004), which could be explained by Wallerian degradation (Thomalla et al., 2004). 

Between high- and low-grade glioma, FA was found to be higher and MD was lower in 

high-grade glioma (Inoue et al., 2005). Both FA and MK were significantly lower in 

perilesional white matter and tumor centers than that of contralateral normal-appearing 

white matter (NAWM), not only in grade II and grade III gliomas (Delgado et al., 2017) 

but also in grade IV glioblastoma, as reported by other studies (Van Cauter et al., 2012; 

Qi et al., 2017).  

An increased MK is related to higher malignancy (Raab et al., 2010) because of higher 

tumor cellularity, higher heterogeneity, and higher microstructural complexity (Van 

Cauter et al., 2012; Jiang et al., 2015; Bai et al., 2016), while a low kurtosis found in 

peritumoral regions suggested a microstructural rearrangement due to tumor infiltration 

(Delgado et al., 2017). It is noteworthy that all of the comparisons mentioned in previous 

studies were made between targeted lesions and contralateral white matter, assuming that 

the contralateral side was ‘normal’. Increased MD and FA in CST have been correlated 

with postoperative motor dysfunction (Rosenstock et al., 2017). Damage to AF could be 

predictive of persisting language dysfunction in high-grade glioma patients, to which the 

percentage of affected fiber tracts is of great importance (Caverzasi et al., 2016).  

4.6 Peritumoral edema as a complementary contributor 

Either an increased or a decreased DKI_MK was found in regions on fiber tracts in 

relation to dysfunction in this study. Peritumoral edema might indeed be one of the 

contributors to the change detected on fiber tracts. MK showed a higher value in 

peritumoral edema in patients with high-grade glioma than with low-grade glioma (Tan 
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et al., 2016) because high-grade glioma is characterized by more of a diffusion barrier 

and a higher microstructural complexity (Kleihues et al., 1995). But overlap in the range 

of MK values has also been reported in healthy brains compared to brains harboring 

glioma (Latt et al., 2013).  

Besides, there is a possibility that DTI parameters might be normal even in cytotoxic 

edema when the blood–brain barrier remains intact (Ho et al., 2012). Both FA and MD 

could be altered by vasogenic edema. A decreased FA and an increased MD were 

observed compared to contralateral normal-appearing white matter (Holly et al., 2017). A 

common assumption for this phenomenon is increased extracellular water accumulation 

due to breakdown of the blood–brain barrier (Lu et al., 2003; Ho et al., 2012). On the 

other hand, no significant difference was observed in FA and MD of a peritumoral edema 

area between high- and low-grade glioma (Jiang et al., 2017).  

4.7 Timeframe of occurrence 

Mean kurtosis was found to be distinctively decreased with age, which might indicate 

degenerative changes (Falangola et al., 2008; Van Cauter et al., 2012), which allows early 

detection of Parkinson’s disease and differentiates patients of early and advanced stages, 

which FA and MD failed to reveal (Guan et al., 2019). In an animal model of transient 

focal ischemia, MK was capable of detecting hyper-acute and acute stroke and showed 

consistent results, while MD based on DTI tended to change dramatically with time or 

reperfusion (Cheung et al., 2012; Hui et al., 2012).  

Our findings revealed that decreased DTI_FA and DKI_MK concurrent with an increased 

DTI_MD tended to correlate with long-lasting preoperative motor and language deficits 

that were prone to persist even after treatment (surgery, radiotherapy, and chemotherapy). 

In addition, an increased DTI_MD concurrent with changes (either increase or decrease) 

in DKI_MK were proven to correlate with emerging hemiparesis or aphasia. Whether 

there is also such a timeframe in the occurrence of DKI_MK, DTI_MD and DTI_FA in 

fiber tracts infiltrated by glioma, as it is shown in neurodegenerative disease or ischemia, 
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is still unknown. 

4.8 Correlation between DTI- and DKI-based parameters and 

clinical findings 

The pattern of an increased DTI_MD with changes (increase or decrease) in DKI_MK 

may be caused by a reduction of axonal number or density, infiltration of tumor cells, or 

degradation of individual fibers, but further study is required. This is because fiber 

reconstruction was mostly performed by using known anatomical landmarks to seed 

regions or ROIs (Clark et al., 2003; Yamada et al., 2003; Morita et al., 2011), either 

manually (Wakana et al., 2004; Wakana et al., 2007) or automatically (Yendiki et al., 2011; 

Yeatman et al., 2012). The choice for the placement of ROIs might result in variability of 

fiber reconstruction (Wakana et al., 2007) with utilization of different tracking methods, 

and the number and volume of fiber changes. Fiber tracts involved in tumor or edema 

tend to be misdirected because misleading eigenvectors may inaccurately present the 

orientation of axonal bundles (Berman et al., 2004). It is uncertain from mere visual 

assessment whether the reconstructed fiber tract is still intact or already disrupted by 

tumor. This approach provided a possibility for quantitative assessment by comparing 

fiber tracts of patients to templates derived from healthy volunteers in which slices 

occupied by fiber tracts were depicted along the x, y, and z axes. When compared to 

templates, tested fiber tracts exceeding the boundary were found to be displaced. In this 

way, the detection of tract displacement, as well as direct comparison in corresponding 

spatial location, were enabled. This method avoids the ambiguity caused by averaging 

parameters along tracts that are not equally distributed, as previous research suggested 

that FA varied substantially within a tract (Yeatman et al., 2012). Besides, not every 

individual tract of a specific trajectory is the same length, and lower FA is unavoidable at 

crossing fibers, assuming there can only be one single fiber population (Alexander et al., 

2007). 

Thus, affected white matter fiber tracts were more directly demonstrated in this method 
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than the commonly used morphological T1 contrast-enhanced fluid-attenuated inversion 

recovery (FLAIR) and T2-weighted images, thereby this method is capable of predicting 

vital functions of fiber tracts more accurately. The pattern revealed that regions with an 

increased DTI_MD and changes (increase or decrease) in DKI_MK could be a result of 

a combination of various factors such as infiltration, vasogenic edema, Wallerian 

degradation, and age. Change detected on the CST or AF in accordance with the revealed 

pattern tended to correlate with persisting hemiparesis or aphasia, while change 

mismatched with this pattern was found to be potentially connected to a better chance of 

recovering, especially in grade III glioma patients. Change (either increase or decrease) 

in DKI_MK, along with an increased DTI_MD was likely to be connected with infiltrated 

fiber tracts. Change found on the CST or AF distant from tumor might be explained by 

Wallerian degradation (Thomalla et al., 2004). Based on this method, the overall impact 

of the tumor was considered instead of focusing on specific parts of the tumor such as the 

tumor center or peritumoral edema. 

Part 3: Interpretation of DTI- and DKI-based parameters 

Considerable attention has been given to the application of DKI in recent years due to its 

feasibility in clinical use. In our study, satisfying results have been revealed by the 

performance of DKI compared to DTI. Both DKI and DTI were employed in healthy 

volunteers for detecting interhemispheric asymmetry, as well as in high-grade glioma 

patients for detecting changes of the CST and AF. As a result, the descriptive and 

discriminative potential of DTI- and DKI-based parameters were sufficiently explored.  

On the one hand, the hindrance of water molecules’ movement is due to small 

compartments like organelles and membranes in the brain’s microstructures. With b < 

1000 s/mm2, these small compartments are difficult to detect in DTI. Under this 

circumstance, the diffusion of water molecules deviates from Gaussian diffusion. 

However, in DKI with an additional b 2000 s/mm2, recognition of these small 

compartments becomes possible. DKI, as a three-dimensional generalization of the 
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second-order cumulant expansion proposed by Jensen (Jensen et al., 2005a), can indeed 

be used to reveal both Gaussian and non-Gaussian distribution. Therefore, higher 

sensitivity to microstructural changes is inherited in the DKI model. Furthermore, DKI is 

capable of resolving two and three intersecting fibers within one voxel (Lazar et al., 2008). 

On the other hand, the DKI model is dependent on 21 parameters compared to DTI’s six, 

so high variability is expected to occur in DKI when a short imaging protocol is applied. 

Variability has also been reported to differ in brain regions, which can lead to a lack of 

significance (Steven et al., 2014). 

MD and FA are the most commonly used DTI-based parameters. MD is calculated by the 

mean of three eigenvectors and regarded as a molecular diffusion rate, whereas FA is 

measured by a normalized method of fraction of tensor’s magnitude and considered as 

the directional preference of diffusion (Soares et al., 2013). Basically, MD increases in 

areas with increased free diffusion, while FA decreases in areas with loss of coherence 

against the main preferred diffusion orientation. An increased MD and a decreased FA 

suggested that fiber integrity was damaged or impaired since an increased MD is related 

to increased diffusion, and a decreased FA is related to loss of coherence (Soares et al., 

2013). However, increased FA does not necessarily translate to an intactness of fiber tracts, 

because increased FA values were reported to correlate with poor outcomes in Williams 

syndrome (Hoeft et al., 2007). 

The most commonly used DKI-based parameter is MK. As the average of deviation from 

Gaussian diffusion, MK is proportional to the heterogeneity and complexity of brain 

tissue. Generally, an increased MK is correlated with higher cellularity and 

microstructural complexity, while a decreased MK indicates a loss of cellular structure 

(Steven et al., 2014). In other studies, an increased MK could also be interpreted as 

increased glial activity or severe astrogliosis in brain trauma study (Zhuo et al., 2015), or 

it served as a biomarker for discriminating high- and low-grade glioma. Additionally, a 

decreased MK has also been found to correlate with neurodegenerative diseases like 

Parkinson’s (Wang et al., 2011) and Alzheimer’s (Falangola et al., 2013), in which a 
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decreased MK was interpreted as loss of neuron cell bodies, synapses, and dendrites.  

That higher fractional anisotropy was found in corresponding voxels in DKI_FA than in 

DTI_FA can be explained by the finding that crossing fibers are more problematic for FA 

than for MD (Tournier et al., 2011).  

Thus, FA, MD, and MK are scalar maps estimated from mathematical models that cannot 

directly show pathological or physiological processes. The interpretation of FA, MD, and 

MK should be done with caution. Firstly, structural differences exist in the different 

anatomical levels of fiber tracts. Differences in various anatomical locations of the CST 

were already detected by higher anisotropy in the cerebral peduncle and lower anisotropy 

in the pons and medulla, to which a highly ordered arrangement of fiber was decisive in 

a healthy human brain (Virta et al., 1999). With structural complexity, subdivision of the 

cingulum was achieved by DTI, and little overlap was detected between them (Jones et 

al., 2013). Different segments of the AF also differed from each other in asymmetry 

(Buchel et al., 2004; Catani et al., 2007; O'Donnell et al., 2009; Hasan et al., 2010; 

Thiebaut de Schotten et al., 2011). Secondly, not only tract volume and tract length, but 

also DTI-based parameters were affected by different tract delineation methods (Sydnor 

et al., 2018). Thirdly, various factors such as demyelination, inflammation, axonal loss, 

and gliosis are influences in the white matter fiber tracts that compete against each other. 

It might be an exaggeration to suggest that increased or decreased measurements certainly 

mean the brain tissue is going through only one process, ignoring that it may actually the 

result of a combination of multiple process. Because of the variability presented by both 

DTI- and DKI-based parameters, higher and lower values can correlate with disease or 

physiological changes, or even both.  

With additional microstructural information adding to DTI, DKI has proved its feasibility 

in both healthy volunteers and high-grade glioma patients. But the interpretation of DKI 

characterization has not yet been fully explored. More studies are needed in order to 

deepen the understanding of DKI and expand its advanced application in clinical practice. 
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4.9 Limitations 

This study, however, is not without limitations. Firstly, the number of healthy volunteers 

and patients who participated in this study was sufficient, but certainly not large. Secondly, 

there was a moderate age discrepancy between healthy volunteers and high-grade glioma 

patients. As age does play a role in changes in white matter, using templates based on 

younger healthy volunteers might lead to changes detected on patients’ CSTs or AFs that 

were caused by physiological changes. This might explain why some lesions on tracts 

were detected contralaterally to the tumors but caused no motor or language deficits. 

Thirdly, the same reconstruction method was applied to DTI and DKI data. Although the 

application of the reconstruction method to DTI data has been proven to be both practical 

and feasible, it was not designed specifically for DKI. Different reconstruction protocols 

should be applied to exploit diffusion kurtosis tractography, such as isolating various 

tracts from whole-brain tractography yielded by seeding from a particular anatomical 

position. 

4.10 Future Work 

As an extension of this study, more right-handed healthy subjects will be recruited in 

different age groups to minimize the potential influence of age when comparing to 

templates. Additionally, patients with low-grade glioma will be included in order to test 

the usefulness of the pattern revealed by DKI for low-grade glioma. For further 

investigation, follow-up DWI data of patients will be carefully examined in order to see 

whether the pattern found in our study is connected with persisting or transient symptoms 

that could be alleviated or healed, and whether there is a time frame between the 

occurrence of change in DTI_MD and DKI_MK and then DTI_FA. Automatic 

reconstruction of fiber tracts in both volunteers and patients will also be applied to lessen 

the possible error caused by manual reconstruction. 
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To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to apply DKI on interhemispheric 

asymmetry based on TBSS analysis. Data has been extracted from CST and AF along 

three-dimensional directions instead of along tracts to avoid ambiguity. The predictive 

value of DKI was therefore exploited for the outcome of hemiparesis and aphasia in high-

grade glioma patients. Differences and correlation between DTI- and DKI-based 

parameters have been revealed. In conclusion, application of DKI deepens the 

understanding of white matter under physiological as well as pathological conditions. 
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5 Summary 

Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) has become a standard procedure in clinical routine as 

well as research as it enables the reconstruction and visualization of fiber tracts in the 

human brain. Due to the simplified assumption the tensor model – a Gaussian distribution 

of the diffusion – it typically fails to provide neither accurate spatial mapping nor 

quantification of crossing or kissing fibers. A clinically feasible development might be 

diffusion kurtosis imaging (DKI), an extension of DTI also integrating non-Gaussian 

distribution diffusion processes and thereby shall overcome some of its limitations. 

The potential DKI will be evaluated in case of the detection of the interhemispheric 

asymmetry of the white matter in healthy volunteers (n = 20), as well as the analysis of 

tumor-related impairments of fiber tracts and their correlation with neurological deficits 

in patients (n = 13) diagnosed with glioma.  

In order to analyze interhemispheric asymmetry across the whole brain, especially of nine 

large fiber tracts, tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS) analysis was performed using DTI- 

and DKI-based parameters, a laterality index was calculated for asymmetries and DTI- 

and DKI-based results were compared.  

With regard to fractional anisotropy as marker of integrity, asymmetry was found for all 

nine fiber tracts based on DTI and seven tracts based on DKI. For mean diffusivity, 

asymmetries were found for three (DTI) and two (DKI) fiber tracts. Regarding mean 

kurtosis, asymmetry was found in one tract. The interhemispheric asymmetry thereby 

varied in anatomical location as well as in cluster size. Only small parts of the tracts were 

affected. A comparison of DTI and DKI showed significantly higher fractional anisotropy 

and mean diffusivity based on DKI compared to DTI. Gender and handedness did not 

seem to have any influence.  

For the assessment of tumor-related changes of fiber tracts in patients diagnosed with 

glioma, especially in relation to pre-existing and postoperative neurological deficits 

(hemiparesis, aphasia), templates for the corticospinal tract and the arcuate fasciculus 

were created based on DTI- and DKI-derived parameters, respectively. The corticospinal 
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tract and the arcuate fasciculus were reconstructed for each patient and the associated 

parametric maps were projected onto the templates. Based on this, alterations along the 

tracts could be identified and quantified. Alterations were found on fiber tracts regardless 

of the spatial proximity to the lesion. There was a correlation between alterations based 

on fractional anisotropy, mean diffusivity and mean kurtosis. Increased mean diffusivity 

was associated with alteration in mean kurtosis, a decreased fractional anisotropy was 

found concurrent with a likewise decreased mean kurtosis. In the case of pre-existing 

neurological deficits (hemiparesis, aphasia) with regard to the changes along the fiber 

tracts (corticospinal tract, left arcuate fasciculus), most often increased mean diffusivity 

and altered mean kurtosis was found. Applying this pattern for prediction of 

corresponding postoperative neurological deficits a sensitivity of 75.0% and a specificity 

of 87.5% was achieved. 

DKI seems to more precisely estimated and depict the underlying microstructure in 

comparison to DTI. Thereby, in pathological cases especially the mean kurtosis seems to 

be of special interest. A combination of DTI- and DKI based parameters, particularly with 

regard to its clinical usability and value, offers great potential in clinical routine. 
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6 Zusammenfassung  

Die Diffusions-Tensor-Bildgebung (DTI) zur Rekonstruktion und Visualisierung von 

Fasertrakten im Gehirn zählt mittlerweile zu den Standardverfahren in der klinischen 

Routine und der neurowissenschaftlichen Forschung. Aufgrund der vereinfachenden 

Annahme des zugrundliegenden Tensormodells - einer Gaußschen Verteilung der 

Diffusion - ist eine räumlich genaue Abbildung und Quantifizierung z.B. sich kreuzender 

oder tangierender Faserbahnen nicht gegeben. Eine klinisch praktikable 

Weiterentwicklung stellt die Diffusions-Kurtosis-Bildgebung (DKI) dar, die das DTI 

Modell um die Modellierung der nicht-Gaußschen Verteilung der Diffusion erweitert und 

so den Limitationen entgegen wirken soll. 

Das Potential dieser erweiterten Modellierung soll hier nun in Bezug auf die Detektion 

der interhemispärischen Asymmetrie der weißen Substanz gesunder Probanden (n = 20) 

evaluiert werden, sowie zur Analyse tumorbedingter Veränderungen von Faserbahnen bei 

Patienten (n = 13) mit Gliomen und deren Zusammenhang mit neurologischen Defiziten 

herangezogen werden.  

Zur Analyse der Interhemispähren-Asymmetrie wurde sowohl mittels DTI- als auch DKI-

basierten Parametern eine Fasertrakt-basierte Analyse der weißen Substanz, insbesondere 

von neun großen Fasertrakten durchgeführt, bei Asymmetrien ein Lateralitätsindex 

bestimmt, sowie DTI- und DKI-basierte Ergebnisse verglichen. 

Bezüglich der fraktionellen Anisotropie als Marker für die Integrität von Faserbahnen 

zeigten sich für DTI für alle, basierend auf DKI nur für sieben der neun Trakte 

Asymmetrien. Für die mittlere Diffusivität fanden sich Asymmetrien für drei (DTI) bzw. 

zwei (DKI) komplementäre Trakte, für die mittlere Kurtosis nur für einen Trakt. Die 

interhemisphärische Asymmetrie variierte dabei insgesamt bzgl. der anatomischen 

Lokalisation als auch in ihrer Ausprägung, nur geringe Anteile der Trakte waren betroffen. 

Im direkten Vergleich der beiden Modelle zeigte sich eine signifikant höhere fraktionelle 

Anisotropie und mittlere Diffusivität basierend auf DKI im Vergleich zu DTI. Geschlecht 

und Händigkeit schienen keinen Einfluss zu nehmen.  
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Für die Beurteilung tumorassoziierter Veränderungen in den Faserbahnen bei Patienten 

mit Gliomen insbesondere in Relation zu vorbestehenden und postoperativen 

neurologischen motorischen und sprachassoziierten Defiziten wurden auf Basis der DTI- 

und DKI-basierten Parameterkarten Referenzkarten für die Pyramidenbahn sowie den 

Fasciculus arcuatus erstellt. Für jeden Patienten wurden im Anschluss die Pyramidenbahn 

und der Fasciculus arcuatus rekonstruiert und die zugehörigen Parameterkarten auf die 

Schablonen projiziert. Anhand derer konnten für die Patienten Veränderungen entlang der 

Trakte identifiziert und quantifiziert werden.  

Bei Patienten traten dabei im Vergleich zu Gesundprobanden Veränderungen der 

Diffusionparameter entlang der Trakte auf, egal ob distant oder nähe der Läsion. Es zeigte 

sich eine Korrelation zwischen der räumlichen Ausdehnung der Veränderungen für die 

fraktionelle Anisotropie und die mittlere Kurtosis. Eine gesteigerte mittlere Diffusivität 

stand im Zusammenhang mit einer Veränderung der mittleren Kurtosis, eine verringerte 

fraktionelle Anisotropie zeigte sich korrelierend zu einer ebenfalls verringerten mittleren 

Kurtosis. Bei vorbestehenden neurologischen Defiziten (Hemiparese, Aphasie) fand sich 

in Bezug auf die Veränderungen entlang der Fasertrakte (Pyramidenbahn, Fasciculus 

arcuatus links) vornehmlich eine gesteigerte mittlere Diffusivtät sowie eine Veränderung 

der mittleren Kurtosis im Vergleich zum Referenzmodell. Die Anwendung dieser 

Relation ließ dabei die Vorhersage entsprechender postoperativer neurologischer Defizite 

mit einer Sensitivität von 75,0 % und einer Spezifität von 87,5 % im Rahmen des 

Patientenkollektivs zu. 

DKI scheint gegenüber dem vereinfachten Modell der DTI eine zum Teil spezifischere 

Abbildung der zugrundliegenden Mikrostruktur zu ermöglichen. Gerade die mittlere 

Kurtosis erscheint bei pathologischen Veränderungen dabei eine besondere Rolle zu 

spielen, so dass die Kombination von DTI- und DKI-basierten Informationen, 

insbesondere unter dem Aspekt der klinischen Umsetzbarkeit und Nutzbarkeit, Potential 

für die klinische Routine bietet. 
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